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REALITY VILLAIN

Apprentice star
Omarosa speaks at UCF
about past experiences

Baseball falls on the road to former
conference rival Stetson - SEE SPORTS, e1

- SEE NEWS, A2

·•

FREE • Published Mondays and Thursdays

www.UCFnews.com • Thursda* ~arch 9, 2006

Pictures spark
polarized debate.

"My expectation was an a_mazing novel experience, and I was right." .

..

-ClAIRE BALGEMANN, UCF JUNIOR ON TAKING INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE CLASSES

..
•

Opinions differ on Pro Life Club display; group
stands by decision to use graphic photos, signs

t

•

ANDREW VAN WART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jeff Wirth and Ken Ingraham, Wirth's right-hand man, chat. Wirth and Ingraham worked closely together on "The Game," an interactive performance story.

,,

ANDREW VAN WAlff/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Schrimscher, the Orlando-based Center for Bio-Ethical Reform representative, helped organize the Genocide
Awareness Project display. Schrimscher said he believes genocide is the appropriate word for abortion.

..

KATE HOWELL
Managing Editor

I

Signs. stating ''Warning: Genocide
pictures ahead" ·did not prepare psychology major Zach Mayez for the
graphic photos of aborted fetuses juxtaposed with holocaust victims and
lynched black men that made up the
Genocide Awareness Project display
put on "by the Center of Bio-Ethical
Reform and the Pro Llfe Clul:> at UCF.
· "I'm pretty disgusted," Mayez said.
"But I don't agree with abortion anyway."
Fletcher Armstrong, director of
CBR Southeast, said that the demonstration was necess¥,Y to show people
that developing fetuses are human
beings and deserve "rights of personhood" and that "abortion is an act of
violence:•
"People talk all the time about
choice, but they don't know what
choice really means,'' he said. ·~t the
most basic level, we're trying to show
people that an unborn child really is a
human being, really is a baby, and that

. Jeff Wirth, studrnts declare war on dull in
Digital
Media's Interactive
Performance Labs
.
I
. MARY KNOWLES

Interactive research

Staff Writer

Jeff Wirth wants his students to think inside the
box - the PlayBox, that is.
The masking tape perimeter of the PlayBox
encloses a zone of creative thinking in Wirth's
Interactive Performance Lab.
Interactive performance is a kind of performance in which someone who is usually an audience
member becomes a co-creator of the experience,
said Wirth, director of UCF's Interactive Performance Lab and a research associate in the School
of Film and Digital Media.
When a student enters the PlayBox, which is in
a trailer off of Llbra Drive, he can be anyone in any
scenario. The story happens around him. There
are no scripts, props or sets. Improvisation reigns
as the character decides what story to create and
what role to.play.
As other students circulate through the StoryBox, the drama can get interesting. One character
might start an argument, and the other character
has to decide how to react. Or one character could
ask, ...How's Katie doing after the car accident?"
and the other character must quickly decide
whom Katie is, what happened in the car accident,
and how she is feeling.
The PlayBox "builds in people the confidence
to allow them to speak and to behave before they
have totally planned it out," Wirth said.
Students learn how to read another person's
behavior and respond accordingly.
Wirth said the PlayBox is effective because it
allows students to be wrong without any pressure.
He said professors often overemphasize getting
the right answer in class, which isn't the ultimate
goal
The PlayBox is the end result of several weeks
of training for students in Interactive Performing
classes. Throughout the semester, the students
practice trust-building activities, like falling and
catching each other. These activities help build.a

.,

• iPlay: aka, the Interactive Performance Lab, is the
first-of-its-kind research and development
laboratory at UCF that studies live interactive
performance.
• StoryBox: anew "stage environment" for creating
immersive story experiences with interactive
performers, participants and technologies.
• lmprov Gym: a weekly training workshop in
spontaneous creativity, open to students, faculty,
professionals and community members.
team of performers, which Wirth said is the foundation for the magic that happens in PlayBox.
Students say that magic is a good description of
the IP labs.
"My expectation was an amazing, novel experience, an.d I was right," said Claire Balgemann, a
junior English and psychology major who took
Inted.ctive Performance I and II. "I feel I've grown
as a person."
"I'm much more open to new experiences," junior Dawn Borglund said. Borglund, a psychology
major, has been a teaching assistant and researchcon5ultant for Wirth's classes. "Now I welcome
challenges," she said.
Borglund is also the president of the I-Club,
which last fall produced "The Qµest," a production
with 25 students who ventured all over campus in
search of treasure. They met pirates, gypsies, and
gangsters along the way.
The concepts learned in PlayBox have had a
ripple effect on the UCF community and Orlando.
Last year, Wirth's students worked with a profesPLEASE SEE
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A UCF medical school could create nearly 26,000 jobs and have an
economic impact of $6.4 billion over
10 years if it attracts related life-science businesses the way that medical
schools in other cities have, a recent
study by the Milken Institute and
Arduin, Laffer & Moore Econometrics.
UCF estimates that supporting the
medical school would cost Florida
$194.3 million over 10 years, so the
state could get a $32 return on every
dollar invested in the ·s chool if businesses form at the expected rate.

Pharmaceutical and medical supply stores, labs and research c~mpa
nies which often arise near medical
schools would provide many of the
jobs. These groupings of medical
schools, businesses and research
companies are known as clusters.
The study used data from clusters
in cities such as San. Diego, Chicago
and Miami to forecast the jobs and
revenue that a UCF medical school
would bring to Florida.
Supporters of the medical school
say the study proves the school would
help fix Florida's shortages of doctors
and high-paying jobs.
Florida's annual need for doctors
is expected to grow from 2800 in

AUDIENCE ON AS

2003 to 4200 in 2021, according to a
study by MGT of America
''Tourism alone does not generate
enough high-paying jobs," said Pappachan Kolatfukudy, dean of UCF's
Burnett College of Biomedical. Sciences.
Kolattukudy said the new jobs for
faculty, researchers and other professionals would encourage medical students to stay in-state rather than taking their skills out of Florida.
Medical schools in other states
often have quotas for in-state students, which can make admission for
Florida students difficult.
PLEASE SEE

DISPLAY ON A6

online by April 15. and should consist
of game summary, sample artwork,
control layout, sample code and
unique elements.
Sounds like a plan. Anyone interest·
ed?
"I
think
that
in
the
entire
digital
THOMAS HOEFER
media program we have a core group
StaffWriter
of students who would be interested
·Red Bull has expanded its offerings . and able to complete this project,'' said
for students. In addition to wings, it John Friskics, an instructor for digital
will now give them the opportunity to media at UCF who specializes in
create their own video game.
sound for video games and film.
In a nationwide competition, the
"We definitely have students who
Austrian soft drink producer is seek- could compete and possibly win,'' said
ing five teams of up to five undergrad- Erik Vick, a uc;F assistant professor
uate students to develop a flash game for digital media ''It sounds like a low
based on Red Bull X-Fighters, a real initial effort."
• life event of motocross riders jumping
Vick said that he would encourage
off a dirty ramp and performing break- UCF students to go for it. His recipe
neck stunts.
for making it to the final round is a
Any student group with confidence convincing proposal
and skills may.enter the challenge. A .
"Students want to make sure that
. panel of industry leaders including it's professionally conceived and proAdobe will screen the applying teams fessionally written,'' Vick said.
and award the final five with an on"It's a very important thing in the
campus state-of-the-art production game industry: You are not trying to
studio,r where they can work around make somebody say 'yes', you are trythe dock for 21 days in June.
ing to keep them from saying 'no'," he
The studio will fulfill every game said. "I think that would be a good
designer's dreams, featuring multiple mindset to take for this [competicomputer workstations, a video edit- tion]."
ing bay and a screening and video editAnother good mindset might be
ing area
·
spontaneous enthusiasm.
On top of that, real people will
"I would probably be interested in
show up. Industry pros and panel it," said Stephen Speller, a UCF digital
members will assist and guide stu- music major who hadn't heard of the.
dents through the process, providing a Red Bull BUILD competition before.
priceless networking opportunity.
PLEASE SEE CONTEST ONAS '
Proposals must be submitted

Energy drink company
seeking five teams to
dev~lop new flash game

Supporters say school would also alleviate'Florida's doctor shortage
Staff Writer

PLEASE SEE

Red Bull game·contest
gives more than win~

UCF medical school to bring jobs, study says
MARY KNOWLES

abortion is a violent act of murder."
Armstrong emphasized that in his
view, abortion was genocide, plain and
simple. "I chuckle when people say
they don't see it," he said. "There are
many parallels, the most important is
the issue of personhood. In every case
of genocide we display, personhood
was redefined by the people in power
to exclude the victim class."
Armstrong compared the 1973 Roe
v. Wade decision to the 1857 Dred Scott
decision where the Supreme Court
declared that all blacks, slaves or free,
were unable to become citizens of the
U.S.
"The Supreme Court said no to per- ·
sonhood rights in the Roe v. Wade case
and in the 1857 Dred Scott decision,'' he
said. "The Nazis said the Jews didn't
deserve rights of personhood, too. It
goes beyond legal status."
Volunteer psychology major and
Pro Llfe Club member Jessica Cuadros
agreed with Armstrong. ''.All of these
acts of genocide were OK in the law.

U~F ON A6

AROUND
CAlVIPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Future takes a short break ·
The Central Florida Future
will not publish over Spring
Break. The next issue will be
out on March 20.

Golfers needed for charity ·
The Sports and Fitness
Program at UCF is looking for
players for its charity golf
tournament at the Diamond
Players Club in Clermont.
The tournament will be on
April 23 and the cost is $320
per foursome. All proceeds
will benefit the Florida Special ·olympics of Clermont.
For more information on
registration, call Scott Demi
321-274-2785. For information
on sponsorships, call Junior
Singh at 407-321-9438.
I

Computer science expert lectures
Thomas S. Huang will give
at talk on Vision Based Hand
Gesture '!racking and Recognition at 10:30 a.m. today in
the Cape Florida Ballroom.
He will present some
results of his research on hand
tracking and gesture recognition.
For more information, call
Cherry 'Iran at 407-823-6495,

Deans available for casual chat
Dean Kathryn Seidel of the
College of Arts and Htunanities and Dean Peter Panousis
of the College of Sciences' will
be on hand for SGA'.s Meet the
Dean event from 1:30 p.m. to 3
p.m. today in the Atrium of
the Visual Arts Building. The
College of Business Dean
Thomas !{eon will be available from 3:30 p.m. to S p.m.
. today in the Atrium of the
Business Building.
There will be free food and
information available from
the campus organizations
belonging to those clubs.
For more ir).formation, email
Tara
at
sga_asl5@mail.uc£edu. '

Apprentice star amuses students
TV Guide's 'most hated reality TV star' dislikes label, students say she's not so bad
JEN DIE.NST
Contributing Writer

Omarosa Manigault-Stallworth, named by TV Guide as
the "most hated reality TV star
on television," entertained a
group of about 50 UCF students
Monday night with advice from
·her experiences working for
former President Clinton in the
White House, and for Donald
'frump on the reality show The
Apprentice.
Stallworth said she just finished taping the pilot for her
new talk show rumored to
debut sometime this · spring.
Producer Richard Dominick
told The NY Post in July 2005
that "she's going to be bigger
than Oprah," but Stallworth said
she doesn't agree.
"On my talk show, they are
· not positioning me to be
Oprah," Stallworth said. "The
truth is, I'm not the girl next
door, or else you wouldn't have
booked me."
Stallworth spoke about her
transition from growing up in
the projects in Youngstown,
Ohio to working in the White
House with Al Gore and Bill
Clinton to sitting in Donald
'frump's boardroom and what
herexperienceshavetaughthe~

"Think big," Stallworth said
"Make the decision now to go
big. Think about massively
affecting people. If you're not
dreaming, you're not even on
your way."
Stallworth said the students
she meets around the country
are extremely competitive and
advised the audience to get
involved with on campus clubs,
volunteer organizations and to
gain experience and contacts
through internships.
"She made me want to go big

ALICIA TIGHE

Graduate school wants you

Rock for Hemophilia Foundation
The UCF chapter of the
National Society of Collegiate
Scholars has extended the
deadline for its Get Out the
Song event until March 17.
Get Out The Song will
benefit the Hemophilia Foundation of Greater Orlando. It
is now recruiting bands to
participate in three battles of
the bands to be held in March
and April.
Interested bands should email the band's name, all its
members' names and contact
information to Peggie at peggiebestal@yahoo.co.uk
Marchl7.

and get more involved," said ing,'' Stallworth said. "You don't
Amanda Pea~ a junior journal- sit around and cry and get peoism major who attended the ple to do things for you."
event. "My challenge is g~tting
Stallworth attended Central
more internship experience. State University in Ohio with
She's made me want to get full volleyball and track scholarships and studied communicagoing in my career."
Stallworth currently sei:ves tions and broadcasting.
as a partner of Access America
"I wanted to be a. weatherEnterprise Corporation, a con- giri" Stallworth said, laughing.
sulting and fundraising firm. "But I thought man it's going to
During the Clinton administra- be hard to be a millionaire earntion, Stallworth worked as the ing $27,500 a year!"
Stallworth spent two years
Deputy Associate Director of
Presidentiiil Personnel and working for Al Gore during his
assisted with providing the campaign and said she fought
president recommendations for constantly with the presidential
over 1,000 appointments .within hopeful.
the Cabinet.
"It finally got to the point
Stallworth said she avoided where I was like 'I can always go
the streets by getting involved back to the hood,'" Stallworth
with "anything out of said
Youngstown." Stallworth said
Stallworth received a call for
her father was murdered when The Apprentice after working
she was 7 years old but credits for former President Clinton
her mother with giving her a and freelancing for CNN.
· tough skin.
"My attitude got me The
"My mother felt women Apprentice,'' Stallworth said,
shouldn't walk around whin; reminiscing for the audience

As Spring semester's midpoint draws nearer, so do
important dates and deadlines
for multiple term registrtion.
Multiple term registration is
a system put in place to in order
for students to plan further
ahead, and hopefully make better scheduling decisions. MTR
recommends, but does not
require, that students schedule
and enroll in classes for summer, fall and the following
spring.
MT~
raises questions
regarding registration of classes
that require a pre-requisite.
Students may register for
the dependent course so long
as the student is also registered
or currently enrolled in the prerequisite. If the student drops

or does not complete the prerequisite course, however, the
dependent course will thereafter be dropped from the student's schedule. If a student is
in fact dropped from a class, the
college hosting the ·respective
class will inform the student of
the necessary actions needed to
correct their schedule.
On March 6, the registration
appointments became available
under the Enrollment heading
in.Polaris. Students can access
their Polaris accounts through
https://my.uc£edu
Although registration does
not begin until late March, the
class schedule search also
became available on March 6.
Students may enroll, drop, or
alter schedules from the point
of their assigned registration
date through the Ad4/Drop
week of each term.

when she asked 'frump, "Your
hair, are you for realr'
Stallworth said the room got
extremely quiet until 'frump
started laughing and Mark Burnett, creator of The Ap.prentice,
said "she's a man-eater, she
must be on the apprentice!"
Stallworth was repeatedly
asked by the audience to
explain her aonfrontations and
conflicts with other_participants
on The Apprentice and The Surreal Life.
"I admit I play up to the cameras;" Stallworth said. "I like
playing the bad girl. America
loves to hate Omarosa."
Stallworth explained slie is
playing a character on television, but hates when people
make judgments about her own
cha1:'.acter.
''I always want give the benefit of the doubt to the American:
audience," Stallworth said.
"People make character statements about me: that I'm rotten
and evil. But I go to church,. I
take care of my family, and 'I've
done everything right in my .
life."
Many audience members
were surprised by her answers
and persona.
"It definitely wasn't what I
expected,'' said Stephen Tudd, a
freshman business major. "I like
her more now that I could hear
her side."
Diana Perry, CAB's executive
director, helped to book Stallworth and said the turn out was
encouraging.
"I just like seeing people
come out and being entertained
by something they didn't think
they would be entertained by,"
she said
For more information on
Stallworth
visit:
http://www.omarosa.com

Students are still encour- time, and if you don't like one of
aged to ·visit their academic your classes, you can switch it
advisor before each term easily,'' said Rebekah Rosen, a
begins to ensure that appropri- junior psychology major.
While there are many stuate classes are being taken to
remain on track for their dents like Rosen, there is also a
degree. This will also give stu- number who don't see the bendents and advisors an opportu- efit to forming schedules so far
nity to discuss the student's in advance, and prefer single
current classes and progres$.
term registration. .
"[It's
recommended]
"I'm against [MTR] because
because things may come up 'it might be more difficult for a
that will change a students student who changes their
schedule," Advising Assistant mind during a semester to go
E. Nanette Rank said. "But back and change their whole
we're not just here for schedule schedaje, especially for underplanning. We can also give classmen" said Shannon Altner,
advice on withdrawing and a freshman radion and television major.
add/drop."
MTR was put into place to
Registration appointments
benefit students and make their are now available for all UCF
progression through the uni- students. For ·more informa..
versity as simple as possible.
tion
visit:"I like it because you can http://registrar.uc£edu!MTRJ
plan out your schedule ahead of .htm

LOCAL WEATHER
Today
MOSTLY SUNNY

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Registration dates came in like a lion March 6
Contributing Writer

The Office of Graduate
Studies will hold a workshop
on graduate school and the
advantages of remaining at
UCF at 4 p.m. today in
Howard Phillips Hall Room
ll2.
For more information, call
Jamilla Kazi . or Kimberly
Maynard at 407~823-5959.

BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Omarosa Manigault-Stallworth stands with student and SGA Sen. Rafael Padron Monday
night. About 50 students turned out for the reality TV star and talk show host's speech.

High: 81° Low: 620

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Sunny with a high of 81
degrees, strong winds at 15 to 20 .
mph.
Tonight: Clear skies with a low of 62
degrees.

~Tuesday

High:85°
Low:66°

~Wednesday

High:84°
Low:64°

~PARTLY CLOUDY

~PARTLY CLOUDY

NATION&
WORLD
Authors daim Oa Vind Code stole
material, lawyers argue point ·
LONDON - An author
who claims The Da Vinci Code
copied ideas from his work
insisted in a British court
Wednesday that there are
major similarities between his
nonfiction book and Dan
Brown's
crypto-religious
thriller - but conceded there
are also substantial differences.
"We were writing historical
conjecture, and Mr. Brown
was writing a novel,'' said
Michael Baigent, co-author of
The Holy Blood and the Holy
Grail.
"One would expect their
perspectives to be marginally
different, if not substantially
different."
Nonetheless, he said, the
similarities were "fairly specific."
Baigent and co-author
Richard Leigh are suing Da
Vinci Code publisher Random
House at Britain's aigh Court .
for infringing the copyright of
their 1982 book. They claim
· Brown's blockbuster "appro. priated the architecture" of
their work, which explores
·theories that Jesus married
·Mary Magdalene, the couple
had a child and the. bloodline
survives.
If the writers succeed in
securing an injunction to bar
the use of their material, they
could hold up the scheduled
May 19 'release of The Da Vinci
Code film starring Tom Hanks.
Random House lawyers
argue that the ideas in dispute
are so general they are not
protected by copyright.
A lawyer for the publisher,
John Baldwin, also said many
of the ide~ in The Holy Blood
and the Holy Grail did not feature in Brown's book, a mixture of code-breaking, art history, religion and mystical lore
that has sold more than 40 million copies since it was 'published in 2003.
"Your statement that Mr.
BroWn reached all the same
historical conjecture you did is
fairly misleading,'' Baldwin
told Baigent. "You are being
unfair and irotccurate."
Baigent insisted that Brown
"used the results of our historical conjecture."

North Korea fires missiles near
China, raises fear in the U.S.
TOKYO - North Korea
fired two surface-to-air missiles near its border with
China on Wednesday, a Japanese news agency reported,
raising concerns about the
reclusive regime's potential to
create instability in the region.
· The Kyodo .News agency ·
offered different accounts,
saying a security source in
China told it the missiles were
fired by mistake. in the direction of China during a military
drill and landed .in North
Korean territory.
A
"Western military
source" said short-range missiles were test·firec\ from
North Korea's eastern coast
toward the · Sea of Japan,
according to Kyodo.
PLEASE SEE
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When you need help ...
We are here for you.

•

Options • Advocacy • Education

There Is no better way to do that than to become a
4EVER KNIGHTS student alumni member.
4EVER KNIGHTS is a great way to get connected,
start networking with UCF Alumni and meet
other spirited UCF student alumni members.

For more Information visit www.ucfalumnl.com,
e·mall knlghts@ucfalumnl.com
or·call (407)

ucF..ALUM.

Victim
Seroices·

Our servic~ include:
• Crisis Intervention
• Hmotional Support & Practical Assistance
• Jnfonnatlon and Referral
• Education and Training
• Volunteer Opportunities

A UCF victim advocate is available
24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
All services are free of charge
and confidential

I

You can call Victim Services at 407-823-2425 during normal
busine~ hours 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.ni. Monday - Friday.
After hours, weekends, and holidays please call the
Comm nicatlons Center at 407-823-5~~5.

•

•
•
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NOWIN STOCK
-

OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS

: ~.

PER MONTH +

~'rJrklo\:fHs
*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru ·
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 04/()9/06

.

P/Locks, P/Windows, mt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta·rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.
- Based On Insurance Institute for HighY{ay Safety Side Impact Test

I I
PER MONTH +
Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS · P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!
*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswag_en Credit. Expires 04/()9/{)6

.·
..

UPTO

$5,000 OFF
2005
TOUAREG4X4
Sound System One, All Power

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

LEASE FOR

$299

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Go
Tonlessl

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealerJo~ details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 04/()9/06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

,.

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can ·Assist You With:

fMFIRST
TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted:

fV CREDIT
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease}

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAl9-5

'V' ..«........11

. . 4175 S. Hwy 17-92
•

.

I

i

:!!

. M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD {SANFORD)

407-365-3300

.visit our website

aristocratvw.com

NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's ln the news dt

colleges around the <:OUntry

Students at Rhode Island
Coll ge protest removal of signs
PROVIDENCE, lU. - A
group of students at Rhode
Island College on Wedne •
day accused the school of
violating their free peech
rights by taking down signS'
bearing· the message 0 'Thke
Your Rosaries Off My
Ovaries."
The American.Civil Liberties Union is representing the
students in challenging the
college's actions on First
Amendment grounds, ACLU
President Steve Brown said.
Campus :police took the
signs down the same night
they were erected after get·
ting a call from University
President John Nazarian.
Jane Fusco, a spokeswoman for the university,
said the school is conunitted
to free speech but has rules
about where signs are permitted.
She pointed out that while
the signs were taken down,
the students were still
allowed to put on a 0 Take
Your Rosaries Off My
Ovaries" event.

RAJESH KUMAR SINGH I ASSOCIATED PR~SS

Abomb blast victim Is cremated In Varanasi, lndl•, Wednesday. Twenty people were kllltd In Varanasi,
lndl•'s hollest city, In terrorist bombings, sparking anger and fear thorughout the country,
FROM A2

At least one of the missiles
had landed in the sea about 60
miles northeast of the launch
site, Kyodo said, citing a
Japanese defense official.
The agency said it couldn't
immediately reconcile the
· conflicting reports, and the
exact time of their launch was
notlmown.
North Korea would be
extremely hesitant to do any·
thing to offend China, its last
major benefactor, and the type
of missiles fired wouldn't
pose much of a threat to anywhere far beyond the North's
borders. Despite remaining
teehnically at war with South
Korea, the sides have
embarked on reconciliation
efforts since a 2000 summit
between their leaders and
many South Koreans don't
view the North as a threat.

Falwell won't allow visit of gayrights group to Liberty
ROANOKE, Va. A
nationwide bus tour to promote gay rights at conservative Christian colleges may
get off to a rocky start Friday .
when it visits Liberty University, which has announced
the activist group is not welcome on its Lynchburg campus.
Haven Herrin, co-director
of Soulforce's Equality ;Ride,
said the 35 group members
intend to go to Liberty's cam·
pus anyway to promote an
end to discrimination against
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender students.
The Rev. Jerry Falwell, the
university's chancellor, char· .
acterized the visit as a
fundraising ploy and said he
would not permit his school
to be used for a media
demonstration.
·
Members of Soulforce,
which is based in Lynchburg,
were greeted with cookies
when they met with Liberty
students on campus last
spring to discuss the treat·
ment of gays.
University spokesmen
would not say whether the
activists would be arrested if
they went onto the private
college's property for a rally.

Former FEMA chief Witt to give
colleges free disaster counsel
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. Former Federal Emergency
Management Agency director James Lee Witt's c.ompany is to provide free help to
Arkansas colleges as they
develop plans to cope with
disasters that would displace
students.
Witt has volunteered to
work with the Arkansas
Department of Higher Education in getting the disaster
plans on paper.
Witt's company, James Lee
Witt Associates, will work
with the department, said
Hal Hunnicutt, who directs
the firms southwest region
operations.
.
The company is d.eveloping preparedness .for the 20.p lus campuses of the California State University system.

Agency will be interviewed
about college's collapse
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Decker College, which had·
about 3,700 students when it ·
shut down in September, is
being investigated by the FBI
and the Department of Education's inspector general.
The U.S. Department of Education said Decker owes $7.2
million.
The bankruptcy trustee
for Decker College will be
allowed to interview a top
official with an accrediting
agency whose correspondence helped lead to the college's downfall.
Gary Puckett, executive
· director of the Council on
Occupational Education, can
be asked about correspondence he sent to the U.S.
Department of Education
about Decker's use of online
classes, according to an
agreement reached Wednesday in bankruptcy court.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bombings In India's holiest city
raise Muslim-Hindu tensions

VARANASI, India- Se_cu~
rity forces deployed to holy
sites across India on Wednes·
day after terrorist bombings
killed 20 people in Hinduism's
holiest city, sparking anger
among its residents and worry
about possible widespread
sectarian violence.
A mob of angry aindus
briefly blocked the motorcade
of Mulayam Singh Yadav, the
chief minister of Uttar
Pradesh state, when he visited
the scene of Tuesday's bomb·
ings at a crowded railway sta·
tion and temple in the north·
ern city of Varanasi on the
holy Ganges River.
. Yadav, whose party cham·
pions the cause of Muslims
and lower-caste Hindus,
inspected the site under
heavy protection while pro-

testers shouted slogans
against him.
Varanasi, meanwhile, was
largely shut down by a strike
called by Blndu nationalist
groups to protest the bomb·
ings. Markets and schools
were closed and vehicles kept
off the roads, but there were
no signs of violence in reaction to the attacks.
"There is peace now but
what happened yesterday is
horrible,'' grocer Jugal Kishore
Chaurasiya said 0 There is fear
but I am proud that even after
this act of terrorism there has
been amity between the two
sides. We are trying to main·
tain peace."
At least two blasts went off
Tuesday evening at Varanasi's
train station, and another blast
shook a temple on the banks
of the Ganges, where miUions
of pilgrims gather annually for
rituaf bathing and pr~yers.
Police said they found other
unexploded bombs elsewhere
in the city.
At least 10 people died in
the explosions at the train station, and five were killed in
the blast at the temple, said
Alok Sinha, the top home ministry official of Uttar Pradesh
state. Five people died
overnight in hospitals, local
superintendent of police
Paresh Pandey said
He said 58 people were
hospitalized, 35 of them in
serious condition.
"It is a terrorist attack. It
has all the characteristics of a
terrorist attack," Sinha told
AP.
Yashpal Singh, the Uttar
Pradesh police chief, said the
attackers targeted the temple
on a day when special prayers
are held to cause maximum
damage.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT.
THOMAS HOEFER
I

The department requested

Staff Writer

$5.75 million over five years
and will receive at least $1 mil-

The UCF Institute for Simulation and 'Iraining (IST) was
awarded a grant of $5 million
over the next five years by the
Office of Naval Research for a
multi9-isciplinary university
research initiative (MURI).
Starting in May, a research
team led by Eduardo Salas, the
IST research director, will
examine "how to · improve
teamwork and collaboration in
stressful, one-of-a-kind situa·
tions," Salas said. It will also
analyze how military can better coordinate rescues of missing aid workers by assembling
teams quickly.
"We are dealing with military teams, but the findings
will generalize," Salas said,
pointing to situations such as
national catastrophes where
complex problems need to be
solved promptly.
UCF will work on MURI
with members of Arizona
State University, the University of Pittsburgh and the University of Illinois.
In another major research
project, the UCF -College of
Optics and. Photonics will
study µltra fast optical switching and its benefits for highspeed communication. · _
"Basically, when you have
photochromic sunglasses and
you go outside, they tum
dark," said Erik Van Stryland,
director of .CREOL at UCF.
"The light from the ·stin
changed the optical properties
of the glass. We study similar
processes that take less than a
billionth of a second to turn
dark."
Because the properties of
the glass changes from dark to
bright, the glass transmission
is switched off.
"Light has the capacity to
have much faster switching
times than electronics," Van
Stryland said. "That's why
fiber optics is such big business."
-

lion per year for three years.
The Army Research office
funded the projects. .
A crucial yet easily overlooked part in bringing
research money to UCF is
played by the Office of
Research and Commercialization.
"We are not involved in the
actual idea of the research,"
said Frank Martinez, a grant
opportunity developer at the
UCF Office of Research.
''What this office does is help
the faculty or the researcher in
. applying to either a federal
agency ot private foundation,"
Ac~ing as an intermediary,
the office coordinates the
communication between the
person seeking the grant and
the agency giving it.
When starting the application process, "the researcher
prepares a budget and writes a
proposal on what the research
· is going to be, given what the
· agency or foundation is looking for," Martinez said. "We
are directly involved with proposals, preparation, submission and contract management.''
His office deals with such
proposals· on a daily basis,
apparently successfully.
"Just this past year we got
over $100 million, research
dollars," he said.
Tom O'Neal, associate vice
' president of the Office of
Research, is satisfied with
what his department has been
. able to accomplish in terms of
getting proposals accepted.
"UCF does fairly well, high. er than the average success
rate," he said ''Nationally, 10 to
30 percent of the proposals get
funded We average maybe 25
to 40 percent. "It's very comr
petitive. As the money dries
up, it gets more and more
competitive.''
"Sometimes it has got to be
the perfect fit," O'Neal said.
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Audience participation key
to interactive perforrnance
fROM

Al

sor from UCF's Department of
Communicative Disorders to
develop "Tell Me Goodnight:' a
project which trains caregivers
,o f Alzh~imer's patients in how
to relate to people with the di;>ease.
With "Goodnight," Wirth's
.s tudents acted as inter-actors;
the trained facilitators. The
caregivers were spect-actors,
meaning they were spectators
:Who had ceased to observe and
pecame actors themselves. In
working with caregivers, Wirth
and his students found that in
combination with other train.;
ing methods, ·the StoryBox
taught the caregivers more
than a workshop or video by
itself.
· ·
: Last year, interactive performance hit. downtown Orlando with "The Game.'' An 80person cast and crew produced
an interactive intrigue/adven-.
l:ure story starring Kurt Bauerle, a downtown lawyer.
· , Bauerle reserved blocks in
his schedule for playing the
game. He knew his character's
name, Taylor Parker, but
~earned the rest as he went. The
story involved a high school .
reunion, a kidnapping, and a
~·save the day" finale at a blackpe gala A sequel, "The Voice:'
will appear this year as an entry
in the Florida Film Festival
· Ken Ingraham, who produced "The Game," said inter- ·
active performance is an excitµig
new
medium
of

J

them feel comfortable.''
Wirth continued his education at the University of California at Irvine, where he
received his undergraduate
degree, and at West Pacific
University, where he earned his
Master of Fine Arts degree. He
took to the road for six years
-with a one-man variety show,
''With Wirth," and ended up on
vacation in Florida. While he
was substituting for a frienddoing improvisational warmups, the head of the UCF Film
Department noticed him and
offered him ,a job.
At UCF, Wirth first worked
in the Film Department and
· then transferred to Digital
Media to investigate c,onnections between technology and
human performance. Digital
Media can enhance interactive
performance through· soundscapes, such as the sound of an
airport terminal, which can
create an instant setting. Interactive performances can also
use live video-feed technology
to deliver performances fo an '
audience, lessening the tension
for the performers.
Though
word-of-mouth
, makes his classes very popular,
Wirth is always seeking adventurous people for his Interactive Performance Lab I and II
classes,
"I'm looking for people who ·
go, 'life's an apple and I want to
chew it up.'"
For more information about
the I-Club, contact Dawn Borglund at (863)-221-2643.

entertainment which also has
applications in the business
world
"The idea is to rally people
around that entertainment
value," he said.
Wirth's 28-year interactive
performance
background .

"I'm looking for
people who go,
'life's an apple
and Iwant to
chew it up."' ·
- JEFF WIRTH,
DIGITAL MEDIA DEPARTMENT

began in high school, when he
was writing his own plays. His
plays often addressed the audience directly, and one night, he
got a response from someone
in the audience.
"Is there r~ason that they
couldn't be expected to
respond?" Wirth asked. "why
do they have to stay in the
seats?"
The questions hammered at
Wirth as he went to Ringling
Bros.' Clown College and
worked as a circ\is clown for a
season. He tried to involve the
audience members as much as
possible in his acts.
"The best part was the preshow up in the stands," he said.
"Not to make jokes at the [audience's] expense, but to make

a

.

.

:contest not limited to digital media,
a variety of skills needed for success.
fROM

Al

However, he acknowledges
that he could only add to the
feam, not be the team.
"I would say, find somebody
who is better at pro<fuction
and management skills, then

they can find people like me
who have specific skills in
music:' Speller said.
Friskics said entering the
competition shouldn't even be
limited to digital media students.
"There is definitely some

-.G.ROUP· DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

crossover with art students,"
he said. "Flash is one of those
things where it combines art
and technologf. Hopefully you
have digital media in the middle.''
For more informat~on, visit
http://www.redbullbuild.com.
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Try the new food at Crispers .•. it's HOT!
Most of us don't remember our college years as being times
of transcendent culinary experience. We fondly recall
last night's pizz;a, eaten cold at 6AM, the infamous
burger basket, or the belly bomb sub sandwich ·
that provoked a three-day gastrointestinal meltdown.
Those days are over. Now, there are new gourmet creations
from Crispers . .. h(jt main dish it ems that are quick,
delicious, and full of flavor combinations you just can't get
anywhere else. Use the coupons, save money. and try them all.
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Here's what's waiting for you at Crispers ...
•The new Big BIG baked pota~o. a super-sized spud,
coyered with yummy stuff like Tex-Mex chicken,
savory pot roast in gravy, and. lots more.
•That burger joint doesn't have gourmet flat bread creations, but C rispe rs do es.
Nine varieties, with toppings including Hawaiian, Parmesan Cris_p, Spicy Shrimp,
Margherita, and tons of others.
•Then, you're in for another treat with our HOT toasted sandwiches,
which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.

You are wt)at you eat.
Don't forget our garden-fresh salads,
hearty stacked sandwiches,
a,nd overstuffed wraps, too.
Plus a huge selection of frozen treats.
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Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive
a cup of Crispers
Nibblers, FREE!
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To se~ all our menu selections,
click on www.~rispers.com.
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Spring Break doesn't mean binge
MATTHEW MCKINLEY
Contributing Writing

With
Spring
Break
approaching fast, Randy
Haverson,
a
nationally
renowned expert on the issue
of student drinking, is pushing
his alternative program that is
designed to · work with students and colleges to teach students to be responsible
drinkers.
Haverson tries to shift perspectives and set transformations in motion by addressing
self-esteem, leadership and
addictive behavior. He attributes his .success to his public
speaking skills. In order t.o better speak to the possibilities
that all of us have to lead more
fulfilling lives, he said he pursued his master's in "listening".
Many substance abuse education programs use scare tac-

tics or a "just say no" approach. risk drinking choices and
Haveson says his program, lessen the negative effects of
Party Time, does not. He alcohol in their lives.
incorporated his professional
"I stress a ·harm-reduction
background as a therapist and program instead· of abstihealth educator with his per- nence,'' Haveson said. "I was
sonal experience as a recover- expelled from college twice
ing alcoholic to create a pro- . because of drinking and drug
gram that aims to open minds, abuse. I was fired from my
change perspectives and pizza job." ·
impact the 'lives of studen~s in
Haverson believes there is a
regard to their use of alcohol lack
of
communication
and other drugs.
. between different organiza"Universities and colleges tions within a university of colpreach to students to stay away lege. "Housing and Residence
from the edge of the pool to Life may be putting on a proavoid drowning,'' Haverson gram to avoid student drink· said. "My program gives these ing, but Greek Life may put on
students swimming lessons." their own program on the
This metaphor is used in· same subject a week later,''
almost all of his speeches.
Haveson said. There was no
Haveson teaches a research collaboration between the
based approach for making organizations, he added, thus
informed decisions on alcohol the separate programs may not
use. Participants will learn the have reached as many people
as it could have.
tool~ necessary to make low

Not all campuses are the
same and not all audiences are
the same. As a former therapist
and university adxaj.nistrator
on three campuses, Haverson
understands the need to deliver different messages to different audiences on · different
campuses. He makes time
before each presentation to
meet with students and get an
idea of the specific needs of
each campus he visits. He then
tailors· his talk to meet the
needs of that campus.
Haverson has been speaking on college campuses since
1986 and has worked with
countless non-profit groups.
The last time Haverson visited
UCF was nearly four years ago.
He said he hopes he can visit
again soon to spread the word
that drinking doesn't have to
be a problem and that there is a
better way be safe.

Arboretum Conducts prescribed burn, again
JENNA GOUGH

ics,'' he said. "We burned to
restore it."
Qµigley explained that fuel
The clouds of white smoke ·loads include leaves, branches,
that filled the air last Thursday and other things that gather on
were the results of a controlled the Arboretum floor that can
fire that was burning on sever- burn.
The fire set Thursday is one
al acres of the UCF Arboretum.
The fire, which started at 10 way to try to prevent Mother
a.m., smoldered through Nature from unleashing a more
approximately 20 acres ofland, destructive blaze.
Arboretum director Martin
"If we had a lightning strike,
Qµigley, said
it could be very dangerous,"
The blaze was set for three Qµigley said.
reasons, Qµigley said.
This is the second pre·
"To reduce fuel loads, to scribed bum in almost a year.
improve habitat for the birds The fire burned for almost six
and animals and for aesthet- hours, but decreased hWnldity
Staff Writer

levels la.t er in the day caused
the fire to be put out earlier, he
said.
There will be more .con.trolled burns in the future.
"We need to eventually
burn all the green space on
campus,'' Qµigley said.
Controlled bums are carefully supervised
According to Quigley,
Gregg Walker acted as the fire
boss. Walker's partner, Alairia
Bernard, was the fire coordina·
tor. The Orange County Fire
Department, State Division of
Forestry and Wekiva State Park
all aided in the supervision of

the fire.
Before the blaze was started, there were many attempts
to inform the public about
what was going to be happening.

"We have to let everyone
know that it's not dangerous. It
was on radio and TV notices,
in the Orlando Sentinel,"
Qµigley said.
After the blaze was extinguished, the so-acre .Arboretum was back to its usual oper·
ating hours of dawn till dusk
"People are out there now.
Once the fire's through, it's
done," Quigley said

Display compares abortion to genocide, slavery
FROM A1

Hitler was OK, slavery was OK.
Right now, abortion is OK," she
said
Some students were upset
by the way the display was pre·
sented. English and language
arts major Megan White said
that, though she identifies her·
, self as anti-abortion, she did
not think the GAP display ~
the best way to bring about
change.
"It's more of an exploitation
of shock value,'' she said. 11I
don't think you really change
people's minds by shocking
them as they walk by."
Psychology inajor Jessica
White said that displays like
GAP's wouldn't help lessen the
number of abortions, nor
would making them illegal. 11I
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don't really see the point," she
said. "Sure, they say it's to let ·
people know a fetus is a baby. I
think most . people have
grasped this fact. I think the
activists groups don't under·
stand that even pro·choicers
like me don't want abortions to
happen; they just don't think
the government should inter·
fere with a person's body. Making abortion illegal won[t lessen
the problem. It would ,worsen
it.''
Biology major Andrew Watson said he was leery about
some of the claims the GAP
project's signs listed "See that
sign linking abortion to breast
cancer," he said. "I've never
heard of that. I'm not saying it
isn't true. I could have missed
it. But it seems like a scare tac·
· tic tome."

..

UCF needs $50 million to earn board approval for·school
FROM A1

"Students from Florida are
shortchanged," Kola.ttukudy

said.
UCF representatives don't
think they'll have trouble find·
ing students.
"We really don't think there
will be any problem whatsoev·
er with attracting students to
the [UCF] medical school.''
said Tom· Evelyn, associate
director of news and information at UCF. ,
President John Hitt and
UCF's Board of 'Ih.tstees decida
ed last March to pursue the
medical sc.h ool proposal. The
proposal awaits a vote by the
state Board of Governors,
which oversees Florida's 11

public universities.
It is scheduled for March 23,
according to Bill Edmonds,
director of communications for
the Board of Governors. Flori·
da International University's
proposed medical school will
also be up for vote.
To gain the vote fr.om the
Board . of Governors, UCF
needs to prove it has $50 mil·
lion of its own backing for the
school. Currently $44.4 million
· has been pledged, along with a
gift of land from the 'lavistock
Group valued at $8 million.
Florida Hospital and the
Orlando :Regional Healthcare
System will contribute $5.9 mil·
lion, which will cover 40 percent of the salary for 50 ·clinical
physicians, along with hospital

space, office space, support
staff and residencies.

Critics have said that UCF
can't afford a medical school
The medical school campus when some of its undergradu·
would be located in Lake Nona ate programs are experiencing
near Orlando International financial problems. Faculty
Airport and would open its members have criticized Hitt
doors in Fall 2008. About 120 for focusing on big·name proj&
students would graduate each ects like the football stadium
year.
and the mediCal school while
'Ib.e recent expansion of the the College of Arts and · Sci·
Burnett College of Biomedical ences endures a budget deficit.
However, supporters say
Sciences laid the foundation for
the medical school. The college · that if the economic . impact
is beginning construction on a study is correct and if the
new building and will offer sev· Board of Governors approves
eral new degree programs in the medical school, Florida
could experience a dramatic
Fall 2006.
UCF currently has 18 uni· economic shift.
"In 10 years, we'll be in pret·
versity·affiliated companies
which research life-science ty good shape," Kolattukudy
issues from laser technology to said. ''In JS years, we'll be at the
peak."
pharmaceuticals.
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Looking for a financial boost to complete your college
degree. Let the Baccalaureate Degree Completion
Program help lead the way!

11111

How Do You Qualify?
• Be aUS citizen
·Be at least 18 but not more than 29
before degree completion
• Meet Navy physical standards
·Have acumulative grade point average (GPA) of at least 2.7 on a4.0 scale
• Be enrolled in aregionally accredited
four-year college or university
• Have at least 45 semester hours of
accredited college or university credit
completed

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including au stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:
•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.
Consumer problems confronting individual
students.

•

Traffic cases

•

·criminal law

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy

SSD,DDD

Far Mare Information Call:

NAVY 1-800-342-8123
OFFICER PROGRAMS

E-mail:lptjax@cnrc.navy.mil

When Selected
• Receive about $2000 per
month in pay end benefits
• Benefits include free ·
medical, dental, and life
insurance
• Conipleteyour degree as
soon as possible
• Maintain a2.7 GPA or higher
and report your grades to
Navy Recruiting after completing each semester or
quarter
·Complete requirements
for abachelors's degree
according to apreviously
approved degree completion
plan
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Students in need of legal : service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.
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UCF Orlando Campus, Student Union
F!egasus Ballroom·: 9:00 am - 9:00 pm'
Hosted by the UCF Division·of Graduate Studies and
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Two UCF students earn teaching honor
Teach for America allows top national graduates to educate in rural schools
RACHEL ZALL
Contributing Writer

1

In the Teach for America
prograln, only 2,000 top college graduates from around
the nation are given the
opportunity to teach in urban
and rural schools to make a
difference in children's educa- ·
tion. This year, two of the
2,000 will be from UCF.
Graduating senior Alice
Sun Norman and recent graduate Helda Morad were
accepted' to teach _for two
years in the 2006 program. All
accepted graduates for the
program will teach in lowincome communities to give
underprivileged students the
educational opportunities
they deserve, said Todd
McGovern, Director of Communications for Teach fpr
America
"This year, more than 3,500
first- and second-year corps
members are teaching in 22
areas across the country, collectively reaching approximately 300,000 students,''
McGovern added.
Norman originally found
out about the program her
sophomore year at UCF when
she was doing an industrial
engineering internship for
TexasA&M.
"~ was talking to this girl
about what I like because I am
very passionate about education and she was like .'You
should do this program called
Teach for America,' Norman
said. "I looked on the Web site
~d thought it was really
amazing and something I
really believe in."
. However, since applicants
are required to have a bachelor's degree to teach, she waited until her senior year to
apply and was given an interview in Atlanta. GA.
Once all candidates have
completed an application,
they must go to a full day of
interviews that include a sample teaching lesson a group
discussion and a written
reflection centered on case
studies as well as a personal
interview, McGovern said.
Norman was accepted into
the program in late December
2005, and found out in January that she would be teaching in Houston, TX - the same
place she originally learned
about the program. Norman
leaves for Texas on June 7 for
her induction, which is where
she will meet the other corp
members also teaching in
Houston
Norman will also attend a
five-week summer institute to
learn about successful strategies used by teachers in lowincome communities and will
teach in a summer school program under the guidance of
experienced educators. She
then must pass the Texas state
certification test before she
can begin teaching middle
school math on July 31.
Although Norman will be
talcing about a $20,000 pay cut
by teaching math instead of
pursuing her industrial engineering degree after school,
she knows there are other
benefits that make the program worthwhile.
''You get to build a network
of contacts after graduation to
get a job and get first-hand
experience of the injustices ·
that takes place in America."
Norman said. "It motivates
you for the rest of your life to
be at least somewhat involved
in helping that situation."
Morad shared a different
experience that Norman.
Morad originally came to
UCF from Columbia as an
international student four
years ago. She became
involved with the Golden Key
Society, where she originally
.found out about Teach For
America through an e-mail.
After becoming involved with
Valencia Community College's Gear Up Program,
where she was able to tutor
and help students in lowincome schools at risk to
improve their academic performance and encourage
them to pursue their education, she realized that teaching was something she wanted to pursue.
"It made me realize that I
wanted to be involved in education, even though political
science was my major,"
Morad said.
Morad applied to the program and was interviewed in
New York last March. At the
time, she was . working as
. Valencia's career advisor and

used the career counselor there
-to help her prepare for her
interview with mock interviews, questions to study and
articles to read about the educational gap in America. she
said.
Although the interview was
"intimidating" for Morad, she
was accepted into the program
and received her first choice to
teach elementary school children in Baltimore this year.
"I've always worked with
high schools or college in education, so I wanted to explore
the elementary part," Morad
said.
Each year, Teach for America reaches out to 500 college
campuses and competes with
the top corporations and graduate schools for possible candi-

dates.
"In 2005, more than 17,000
graduating seniors, including ll
percent of the senior classes of
Yale and Spelman, competed
for about 2,000 corps member
positions,'' McGovern said.
Teach for Americ·a recruits
all majors, but the average GPA
is a 3.5 and 98 percent of candidates have held leadership
positions, Norman said. This
and the training in Teach for
America helps ensure the educational success of their students.
·~ recent study by Mathematica Policy Research found
that students taught by Teach
for America corps members
make 10 percent more progress
in a year in math than is typically expected and slightly

exceed the normal expectation
for progress ·in reading,"
McGovern said. "In addition, an
indepeµdent survey conducted
by Kane Parsons & Associates
found that two out of three
principals who have Teach For
America corps members at
their schools rate corps' members as more effective than
other faculty members including veteran teachers." ·
Although Morad and Norman have both heard from
other corp members in their
regions that it might be difficult
at first, they are both up to the
challenge. ·
"I'll be able to give in a positive way and just give a little bit
because I have received so
much from this country and the
people," Morad said.

GREEK BEAT
ASHLEY GREEN
Staff Writer

On Monday, the 26 sororities
that comprise the National Panhellenic Conference celebrated
International Badge Day in front
of the Student Union.
Sorority members wore business attire and their organization's pins while handing out
information about sorority life.
The event was held in conjunction with Panhellenic Preview
for the NPC 2006 Recruitment
Week activities scheduled for
Aug.13 through Aug.19.
"Badge Day is an event .held
on every campus that has a
Greek system,'' said Kara Carnley, vice president ofpublic relations..

The year marked the second
for the National Panhellenic
Conference at UCF. International Badge Day was celebrated at
colleges throughout the nation
This year's theme was "Wear
Your Badge with Pride."
The day included presentations by each sorority to display
their sisterhood, leadership and
philanthropic efforts. The event
was sponsored nationally by
Herff Jones, Inc Greek Division.
The National Panhellenic
Conference was founded in 1902
and is one of the largest and oldest women's membership
organizations with more than 3.8
million members. The NPC represents women at more than 620
college campuses and 4,600
local ahtm~e chapters, accord-

ing to a recent press release.
National Patihellenic Conference affiliated collegians and
alumnae contribute more than
$5 million to charitable causes,
supply nearly $3 million in
scholarships and donate a half
million hours of service to their
communities.
According to the National
Panhelleiiic .Conference Web
site, "International Badge Day
recognizes the contributions of
sorority women and promotes
the value of Greek membership... both as a collegian and an
alumna"
"Oftentimes we tend to
become divided amongst our
chapters,'' Carnley said. "This
event was a chance to bring the
chapters together."

Tunnel of Oppression uses
skit~ to deliver messages
Two-day event
conveys different
worldwide terror

experiencing the . Tunnel.
"They asked everyone 'what if
that Was our own brothers and
sisters?' It really made you

think."

The main focus of this
year's
exhibit was the 'light at
StaffWriter
the end of the tunnel,' meaning
More than 500 curious stu- the positive actions that are
dents explored the 'funnel of being made to help with these
Oppression over its two-day negative matters.
To reinforce this focus, the
run.
The exhibit consisted of program ended in a group disseven rooms, each with a skit cussion and showed students
ofthe different types of oppres- such as Carl SteWart that there
sion that plague our world. are way5 to help with these sit·
These two days gave students a uations.
chance to be informed on top-. ·· "The truth is that I never
really thought about it" Stew-• ics not so often discussed
''I think it's gone really well," art said. "This made me realize
said Shane Cadden, one of the that some of the things I ~
event sponsors, "We've had aren't that great As far as genoover 250 people go through cide goes, I always felt as
each day, and it seems- like though it's not 'us•· that are
everyone has left feeling posi- doing the killing, it's the gov.':'
tive:•
' ernments, so I always felt help,;
The tour began in a dark less in that situation, but that's
room where the exhibit was just not true."
While xµost students gained.
introduced and explained.
Viewers were warned of the a new way of thinking, some
.
subject matter and reminded were left wanting more.
''It was nice, but it's kind of
of the exits; in case the topics
hard to swn up various types of ·
became too uncomfortable.
Subjects such as genocide, oppression in that short
spiritual abuse, poverty, dis- amount of time," history major
crimination and hate, . the Beau DeMayo said. "I mea11i
media. fear and anxiety were it'll get you sympathy, but not
acted out in ways that touched awareness."
Given that amount of time,
as well as shocked the observing students.
sponsors of the event said that
"I really liked the idea of. the target goal had definitely
helping people gain awareness . beenmet. ·
of these topics:• Alicia Spruill,
''I really felt like we got the
one of the actors, said.
message and awareness across,
Students' reactions proved without beating people over
the actors' objective a success.
the head with it;" Cadden said.
"Something that really dis- "If we found just one thing that
turbed me was the genocide everyone could walk away
skit,'' Matt Doran said after with, I'm happy."

MARISA GREGORY
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Education leads
to awareness

ome J?eople believe that
abortions are horrible, fat,
ugly warts on the face of
our society. Some people believe
an abortion is removing a parasite. Regardless of where you
pitch your tent, abortions are
legal, and they should stay that
. way.
., South Dakota legislators
recently passed a broad ban on
abortion; abortion in South Dakota is now only allowed if bringing
a fetus to tenn will result in the
woman's death. There is no
exception for rape, incest or dam·
age to a woman•s health. The
governor of South Dakota passed
the bill, and, soon enough. the
Supreme Court will strike it
down. The politicians know this,
but the mere act of writing and
J>assing the bill gets them in the
public eye and throws abortion
into the spotlight, again. Choose a
side, grab a shovel and dig in; it's
an election year.
·
The sad thing iS most actimt
groups, including the Center for
Bioethical Reform, who, at the
invitation of the Pro Life Club at
UCF, displayed signs linking
abortion to breast cancer and
comparing it to the Holocaust
and slavery, are missing the
point.
Every time abortion is thrust
into the news ....;.. be it by a bill, an
anniversary or an election, any
election - the activists gear up
for battle. Anti-abortion activists
light candles representing "all
the fetuses killed since Roe v.

Wade" and pray for the outlawTh.is is why the abortion issue
has never gone away. It's an issue
ing of abortion. The abortion·
rights activists wring their handS that causes moral discomfort in
people.
and worry that We're one ·political decision away from loosing
What's needed? Anti-abortion
the "right to choose." One side is results without anti-abortion
so terrlfled of free choice it won't laws. That means abstinence for
trust women to make their own
those who can practice·it and
decisions; the other side is so ter- contraception for everybody
rified .of morality and the reli·
else.
gious right that it won't name the
According fo Planned Parent·
act. It's a never-ending cycle, a
hood, nearly half of the unintend·
giant moral quagmire that Amer· ed pregnancies in this country
result in abortions, and at least
ica has been stuck in since '73.
The abortion-rights activists
half of those unintended preg·
can point to statistics that say ·
nancies are attributable to people
who didn't use contraception.
most Americans SUPPOrt the
right for a woman to choose, and . . The pregnancy rate among
they'd be right. The anti-abortion these people astronomically
activists can point to the.fact that exceeds the pregnancy rate ·
Americans consistently put anti· among people who use contra·
abortion politicians into office,
ception. The No. l threat to the
unborn isn't a lack of religion or
~d they'd be right. The dichotomy: abortion itself.
morality. It's a lack of protection
and education.
Fetal pictUres, such as the
How do you get contracep·
ones spread across the Free·
Speech Lawn Monday and Tues- tion to the people who need it?
day, pushed the Partial-Birth
'Thke all the money being fun·
neled into fighting over Roe v.
Abortion Ban Act and the
Unborn Victhns of Violence Act Wade and put it somewhere usethrough Congress. And most
ful Give more money to Title X,
Americans supported both bills,
the federal program that finances
because, despite their support of family planning. Expand health
individual freedom, they agree
insurance and access to morn·
with that one essential thing: It's ing-after pills - qtiit trying to
bad to kill a fetus.
ban the things. Every anti-abor·
Every year, thousands of
tion activist who fights the
women make the decision that
morning-after pill is hurting his
it's less bad than the alternatives, or her own cause.
but smart money would bet that
Finally, educate teenagers
not one woman wouldn't have
about sex, birth control and
rather avoided the pregnancy in
abstinence. Catch them young
the first place.
and~ it stick. -

curdle. It's not about the horrors taking place in
Sudan, or the exorbitant deficit our country is facing.
It's about the brutal rape of the English language, so
unavoidably and increasingly present that one cannot so much as browse the Web or leave the house
·
pany recently decided to sell its control over six U.S. without it atta~
It's
not
known
how
it
happened,
and
it's
ports. Capitol 'Hill has engaged in heated debate over
unknown
why,
but
the
word
"hot,"
through
some
the buyer, Dubai Ports World, a United Arab Enll·
sort of evolutionary process, has grown an extra "t"
rates company controlled by Dubai's government
This new word - ''hott" - has its origins in diction
If the deal goes through, an Arab company will
used by Paris Hilton and comes from the root word
run ports in Baltimore, Miami, New Jersey, New
Orleans, New York and Philadelphia. Some U.S. leg· ''hot:' meaning having a relatively high temperature,
according to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary. This
islators have threatened to restrict the deal on
new
species of ''hott" means, according to Urban·
grounds that it would compromise port security.
Dictionary.com,
one who is more than just ''hot," or
Opposers of the deal justify their concerns by the
one who is sexually attractive.
·
fact that two of the hijackers in the Sept 11 attacks
Now,
you
may
be
thinking,
there
is
an
entire
came from the UAE and drew funding from Dubai
Despite these facts, security concerns over the ports Urban Dictionary, so why does ''hott" bother some
people more than ''hawt," or perhaps ''haute?" Well.
~
are unjustified.
The March 6 issue of BusinessWeek ran an analy- ''hawt" ~d ''haute" are obviously wrong to the average person. People use them while talking online, to
sis of the deal However, instead of reporting DP
World's almost nonexistent relationship to terrorists, seem cheeky and witty, and that's fine. Not to mention, ''haute" is pronounced "oht," not ''hot." "Hott,"
it discussed the global popularity and efficiency of
on
the other hand, is a potentially correct spelling to
an up-and-coming company.
naked eye. People may, and do, mistake ''hott" as
the
Chairman of DP World, Sultan Ahmed bin
.
the
correct spelling, because the extra ''t" is not a
'"' Sulayem, has been in the pbrts business for a quarter drastic
change; other words, SU.ch as the name
of a century and is ~adviser to Dubai's leader,
"Matt/'
for example, does indeed have two ''t's."
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-Ma.ktoum. Mak·
If
the
word ''hott'' is written on one more
town has already secured a good reputation owning
·
MySpace
picture comment, or scrawled across
large ports and other companies, including one of
another
car
window, the less rational correct spellers
the largest airlines in the world, Emirates. Ma.ktown
also owns a financial center, which has attracted the · may be forced to take drastic measures against this
abomination.
best of the world's banks. In short, they are well·
1
"
lmo~ and intelligent businessmen.
And, while ownership of the ports would change,
security at the ports would still be run by the U.S.
Coast Guard and the U.S. Customs and Border Protection service.
Furthermore; members of the FBI, Pentagon,
At the 78th annual Academy Awards ceremony
'li'easury, Commerce and Homeland Security .
last Sunday, the ftlm Crash was given the distinction
departments, composing the federal Committee on
·
of Best Film, much to everyone's amazement
Foreign Investments in the U.S., have already
It's not that Crash wasn't a great film. The movie
approved the deal
delivered an excellent depiction of racial tension in
It is no secret that most of the world dislikes the
Los Angeles and featured a strong collective per~ U.S. Thking this small chance may bring us a step
formance from an ensemble cast of men and
closer to global peace. Ifthat consideration is too
women, who all notably deserved to be nominated
idealistic, then just consider DP World a companjr
for Best Supporting Actor or Actres5.
that is trying to expand its business.
There wasn't a single standout performance in
the entire film. In fact, Matt Dillon's Best Supporting
Actor nomination seemed ahnost conciliatory to an
extent, seeing as he .delivered the same drab per'fonn.ance he does in every film, and he wasn•t even
"
the best actor in the movie.
'

Selling ports to foreigil
C~.;J~st,br,~

Hollywood lacks guts
to name real best film

SGA
ticket thanks voters
For the past month. four.tickets have

focused on eai:ning the rilht to represent the
student body. One ticket fias won that right,
.and, tho~ we're disappointed with the outM
come, our disappointment must not be
allowed to cloud our perception of' what is in
the university's best interest.
This has oeen an extraordhiary election,
showcas~ candidates who all want what's
best for the university. Our differences have
been in how we planned to address these .
conunon challenges. The controversies sur~
roundiil2 this election ~t tempt some to
contest the results and begm a legal process.
It is our firm conviction tliat to do so would
be hypocritical to the ideals o{ our cam_P,aign.
Our uiµversity has been a house divided,
and that house must now be reunited.
. Partisanship must be overcome bf reconciliation and a renewed conunitmen to serv~ ·
ing the student body. Imperative to such a.
coinmitment is honoring the man-y visions
that helped shape this erection and embold·
enipg more students to vote than ever
before.
If cam~~ for Student Body President is a challenge, then being elected to that
office is a greater challe~e still; we are con·
.fident Mark White and Jarred Stout will rise
to the occasion.
To our devout campalsmers who've
served to inspire and enrfch our lives with
selfless loyalty we say to you: thank you. We
began this c.ampaign as iridividuals but
emerged a family nearly S,000 strong. Craig
and I Will always look back on these days
fondly and remember them as the most
rewarc!ing in our tenure here at UCF.
As for us, we both have some difficult
decisions to make in the upcomi.na' weeks.
To be quite honest, our plans for tlie future
. are uncertain. In days aliead, our two parties
will meet to heal partisan wounds and, in the
·process, bring the voices of the many quiet
minorities together into one definitive voice.
As graduation looms in the distance, we will
soon be leaving the political arena not lmow·
ing if we'll ever return.
Ur,on depart~ his hometown, Lincoln
said No one, not m my situation, can appreciate my feelin2 of sadiless at this parting. To
this place and the kindness of its people l
owe everything."

entrWls were emblazoned in the middle of

campus, unavoidable.

·

Numerous visual refer~nces were rnade
comp~ the killing of fetuses to Holocau t
extermiruitlon camps, racist lYnchings, the . ·
bloody rule of Camoodia's Khmer R.Oime and
lndian massacres like that at Woundedl<nee,
S.D. It compared abortion to thelloss oflif'e
in sub-Saharan Africa.
I for one will acknowledge the tr~c
nature of abortion. And, separately, I Will
always defend the r~t of any person of
group to disseminate in any Oe!ital) way they
see fit. But the very next day, affer the conclusion of Prolect Darfur, iri which hundreds
of student activists dedicated themselves to
encli.ng true, modem-day genocide, to engage
in such blatant "shock politics" in the ~
of anti-genocide awareness efforts is the core
of bad taste. Is. this real1y what America, or
our troubled world, really ~eeds now? .
- DAVID PRITCHARD

Sarcastic thanks for pool

I'm so happy to see that President Hitt has ·
finally answered my cry for help. Tiili! place is
exactly what every studious man on this cam·
pus has been praying for.
A place wliere alf the most intelligent, Stu·
dious and focused female tutors go to he~P. all
strugglin2 male students. What am I talking
aboU.t?I The new pool of course!
The new pool is designed as a center for
men to study with women without the hassle
of shirts and pants. Now, I don't have a single
class on that side of campus, but I find myself ·
.
studying over there more and more often.
Sometimes I just go there to study classes
from past semesters because I love,the study
pool so much! To the.girls that visit the pool
often, I want to thank you so much for helpq
me get through this difficult and lonely
semester.
Without rour big, juiCYJ voluptuous, beau·
tiful brains, doubt I'd still be enrolled in any
of my classes. Thank you UCF for ~ving me
this wonderful study ce.nter. Go Knights!
-SHANNON MAU

Enrollment cap good idea

It was very nice to see m the opinion section a bit on UCF pacing its growth: I was a lit·
-JOSH EGGNAlZ AND CRAIG ALLES tle flattered; it is very good to see that even
. FORMER SGA PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT CANDIDATES after the election, some of the ideas from the
De Vlieger/Eingold campaign are living on.
I'd love to work with The ·Future on some
ideas that we had and things we'd like to see
1bese da'ys, the word "genocide" seems to accomplished here at schoOl.
It's 1ust a shame that, d~ the campaign,
be omnipresent on our campus, as it probably should, given the'intemational honors of we lost the endorsement of the Future to a
campaign that had nothing to say about an
our time in which Americans seem to take
enrollment cap.
depressin2J.y little interest.
As a matter of fact, in your endorsement, I
Certahily, campus activists ought to be
can't think of anything you did say about the
applauded this xear for bol4ly acfcnowledg·
White/ Stout campaign. Seems a little fishy to
ing the loss of life in ~laces like Iraq and, as
me that the issue after election week you
rnany saw last week, m the bele~ered
Sudanese province of Darfur. It 1S the task of endorsed one of the biggest things on our
platfonn.
America's student youth to redirect the
Too bad you ~ys didn't endorse some·
attention of the nation toward countering
thing you believe m. That would have been a
genocide when the nation has lost interest.
gooa message to say to the student body,
The word "genocide" as it was used outsometlling like "We endorse a camp¢gn that
- side the library this Monday mo~ is a
we believe ~ ·we agree with what ~ey say,"
shameful slap in the face to the spirit of the
rather than "We support our fraterruty broth·
~ast week. Signs had been erected saying:
ers because we thirilC they'd make a good gov·
'WARNING Genocide Photos Ahead." ernment."
Passers-by were told of the "Genocide
Maybe next time you guys can listen to
Awareness Project." What they were served
your consciences.
were photos of aborted fetuses and bloody
embryos that could only mildly be descrioed
- ERIC EINGOLD
as nauseating. Severed limbs and soggy

Use of'genocide' incorrect.

The Future encourages comments from readers, Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must Include
full name and phone number. We may ~dlt for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to edltor@UCFnews.com,
submit them onllne at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407·447-4556. Questions? (all 407·447·4558.
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'How do you feel abou
the pro-life rally?'
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rageous that it has the·power to make one's blood
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ALEX DEANGELIS

KEVIN THOMAS

ERICA SOTO

''It is a free speech zone so Iaccept it to
some degree. They could have
addressed the issue a little less
graphically.

"I think it's completely unneccessary.
They shouldn't be wasting their time
offending people."

"I think that it's a bold move. It's
disturbing but it makes you think twice
about abortion. It makes me ask myself
difficult questions."

RYAN CUMMINS

RYAN PARKER

ANDREW TREES

"I didn't realize how developed the
fetuses were before they got aborted."

"I don't want to see this while I'm
walking to class. There are definitely a
lot better ways to get a point accr~s."
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Get noticed
· Get more

· Steroids and cheaters should never
®

.. Qvershadow true love for the game
Fall semester. I worked out
every day trying to get myself
into the shape that the juniors
and seniors were already at. I
was amazed at how big some
of these guys were, and I couldn't, for the life of me, figure out
why I wasn't making the same
kind of progress.
Two months into the training process, I caught mono and
was in bed for two weeks. I lost
ASHLEY BURNS
a ridiculous amount of weight
Newsroom Manager
because I couldn't eat at all, and
:fwo nights ago, I watched
my doctor bad to put me on
Tire.Last Emperor for the first
. medical steroids to get me back
·~ time since I was a child
to normal.
;!);he theme of the film hasn't
During the next two weeks
cha:nged for me at all during
of my recovery and training, I
* the-16 years since I last watched was noticably more fit and didit It~s amazing to think of what
n't understand why this was
it would be like to know as a
happening. One discussion
child that "You're going to be in . with a ,s enior player on my high
'IL• charge of the largest nation in
school's baseball team shortly
the world for life, only to later
followed, and it probably
discover that you would have it changed the course of my life.
robbed from you by people
This guY, who was about as
" with false ideologies and total . talented as one-legged place
lack of morals.
kicker, told me that steroids
As I watched the Barry
were the the only way I would
ever have a chance at pursuing
• Bonds steroid saga unfold yesterday morning on SportsCena baseball career because
ter, I began to understand how
everyone else was doing them. .
that small child in the film felt
r to be robbed of his entire life.
So many children claim that ,
they are going to be professional athletes some day, and par~ ents think it's simply cute, like
the child might change his or
her mind and want to be presi• dent or a space cowboy the
l had no clue what he was
next day.
talking·about, but the thought
When I was six years old, I
of doing it lingered in my head
knew I was going to be a profor a long tjme.
~ fessional baseball player when I
At one point in my junior
grewup. From the first day I
year, I actually bought a cycle
played tee ball, I was certain
· from a police officer friend of
my life was set. But like so
mine and it sat in my sock
.. many other kids, I discovered
drawer for weeks. I finally
through the years that some
. threw it out because I always
people are more gifted physiknew that if I was going to be a
good athlete, it Was going to be
'11 cally than others. .
By my freshman year of
by the right measures.
high school, I was hanging by a
The fact that I never cheatthread with my baseball future.
ed explains why I'm writing
about athletes and not compet• I Was a decent pitcher and an
above-average hitter, but I ·
ing against them.
couldn't run fast to save my life.
Professional baseball will
The baseball coach opened
always be America's pastime to
I!"! the gym to everyone who
me. But thanks to Bonds,
wanted to tryout for the entire
whenever I say that from now

• .....

on. I'll have to hang my head a
little lower.
I'm not stupid I'm a ~t.
Louis Cardinals fan, but l'll
opellly admit that I think Mark
McGwire cheated Sammy
Sosa? Absolutely. Bonds? I actually gave the guy the benefit of
the doubt in every argument I
had about the topic, and, like
every person in my shoes, I feel
like the biggest chump on

tF ··Mobile··

F.arth.
The upcoming book, Game
ofShadows,describesin
lengthy detail Bonds' alleged
steroid 'Ilse, from what he took
to how he took it and how he
hid it. I will buy this book and I
will read it. I'll probably believe
every word of it because I don't
care anymore.
What's really sad is that this
has been the top story on every
sports show, even above the
tragic and untimely passing of
Hall of Farner Kirby Puckett.
Puckett's remarkable career
was soured by accusations of
spousal abuse and sexual misconquct. Nothing was ever
proven, but modern society
dictates that accusations are all
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Puckett wasn't solid muscle, but his smile
and love for the game were stro·nger than
every inch of Bonds' juiced-up body.
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that matters.
As a baseball fan, it's unfortunate to me that the death of
such an amazing athlete would
be brushed aside because of a
cheater.
Puckett was the reason that
a pudgy young kid like me
could believe that I could be a
professional baseball player.
Puckett \Vasn't solid muscle,
but his smile and love for the
game were stronger than every
juiced-up inch of Bonds' body.
Puckett may be gone, but his
love of the game is sµJ.l alive.
Let's just hope today's children
are smarter than me.
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'Ihlth be told, Thandie
Newton certainly deserved her
nomination for Best Support'+' ing Actress, but Terrence
Howaro was probably the
most deserving actor in the
film for the honor of a supporting nomination. However, he
was already up for Best Actor,
and Dillon may have only
'(/ received the nomination
because the entire Academy
knows he may never get the
. chance again.
.,. Crash was such a surprising
choice because of the competition it had Walk the Line was
~ an amazing movie, featuring
stellar performances by its lead
actors, and an especially strong
performance by Shooter Jen"' nings as his father Waylon. The
film earned Reese Witherspoon the Best Actress Oscar,
and if Philip Seymour Hoffman
-.>had not been perfect as the
title character in Capote, then
Joaquin Phoenix; would have
~ won Best Actor.
But as Oscar host Jon Stew-;
art _pointed out, Walk the Line
was simply "Ray with white
"Jpeople." Because of the pure
talent and great writing, Walk
the Line was robbed by not
winning Best Picture.
.a However, that robbing was
only like a misdemeanor compared to the .g rand theft that
~dccurred with Brokeback

11651 Unlversltv Boulevard

11101 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

' 401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

Ashley Bums can be reached at
newsroom@UCFnews.com

• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily ,

OURVIEWS
FROM

12000 co11e111ate wav

Michelle Wtlliams was fantastic
as Ledger's·character's wife,
who discovers his secret and
can't deal with the social repercussions.
The Academy's decision not
to give the Best Picture Oscar to
Brokeback Mountain just shows
that no matter how h'beral Hollywood stars claim to be, they'll
never be ready to accept something as controversial within
red states as a movie about gay
cowboys.
The same could even be said
for Capote, a film about the controversial arid flamboyant
writer.
Hoffman was rewarded with
Best Actor for his amazing per-

formance, but the film was
brushed aside, despite being
flawless and brave.
Crash was remarkable in its
own right because it's usually
impossible for talented ensemble casts to deliver one collective brilliant performance, without the actors and actresses
trying to show each other up.
'lraffic taught us that well
Needless to say, Crash was a
safe pick for the Academy, and
Brokeback Mountain would
have been the.logical and
deserving choice.
One day, Academy voters
may realize that ingenuity disappears when intolerance
.reigns.
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Mountain.
With remakes and recycled
themes becoming a repeating
it trend in Hollywood, it's very
rare that a movie is produced
that challenges the foundation
of something like the Western
~frontier to face the ideology of
homosexuality.
At what point has anyone
.per associated the timeless
American tradition of cowboys
and the Old West with homosexuality? Director Ang Lee
"WaS magnificent in taking a
short story and tu.ming it into
one of the most poignant and
socially aware films in the his·
ory of the silver screen.
Heath Ledger and Jake Gyl~
1enhaal delivered strong perJ orms.nces as two ranchers discovering their love for each
other while fight_ing the
oppression and intolerance of
f!Weryone around them. Above
all e1i.'ie. Dawson~ ereek•alum
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KNIGHTS WIN SERIES AGAINST MONMOUTH, FALL TO STETSON IN DELAND

Grounding the Hawks
Monmouth was on ~able to put up eight runs in the
three game series against UCF. However, their two runs
on Saturday were enough to earn them one win in the
series,their first of the season. UCF scored 29 runs in the
three games, including aseason-high 23 on Friday.

Mad Hatters

Moral victories

After allowing 36 runs in three games against UCF last
season, Stetson came out Tuesday night and quieted the
Knights bats in a4-3 Hatter victory. The Knights had just
six hits and struck out eight times, including the last two
outs of the game when UCF was threatening.to tie.

The loss to Stetson dropped the Knights to 3-5 in one-run
games this season.Last season,the Knights were9-6 in
one-run games. Freshman pitcherMitch Herold took the
loss on Tuesday,dropping UCF to 6-9 on the season.Stetson improved to 7-8 with the win earned by Nathan Nery.

Marshall's Law:
Prove.to all critics
he's ready for NFL
Former receiver's stock is on the rise

THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

When former UCF receiver
Brandon Marshall headed to
the NFL Combine in Indianapolis late last month he didn't know what to expect; quite
frankly, neither did the NFL
scouts who were going to evaluate him
·
Marshall, who had a tumultuous first fewyears at UCF,
stepped into a leadership role
as a senior last season, and the
results were dazzling. He fmished the year with 1,195 yards
and 11 touchdowns including
the game-winning touchdown
against Rice that clinched the
Knights' Conference USA Eastern Division title. ',
But despite his proven ability to get the job done of the
field, the buzz around Marshall
has been that he was too slow
to effectively compete at the

COURTESY OF CHRISSCHUBERT

Infielder Ryan Williams tosses a ball to pitcher Mitch Houck during a game last week. UCF pitching hasn't received much help from the offense during the early weeks of
the 2006 season as the staff has a combined record of 6-9. UCF batters are out-hitting their oppenents, but have driven i.n 10 fewer runs than their opponents.

..

both the Hawaii Bowl and Hula
Bowl - in two games in less
than a two-month period, Marshall~ 16 catches, for 311
yards and four touchdowns at
Aloha Stadium - and his stock
is most certainly on the rise.
When UCFs conference
season came to an end on Dec.
3, at the C-USA Championship
game, it was projected that
Marshall would be lucky to
make the draft. Now, three-and. a-half months later; the6-foot-4
receiver is projected to go in
the third or fourth round of
April's NFL Draft. Pretty amazing, considering that only a
month ago, Marshall hadn't
even been invited to the NFL
Combine yet
. With the experience of the
Combine behind him Marshall
couldn't be happier about the
result, but his success doesn't
come unexpected Marshall
believes in his talents.
Marshall credits a great deal
of his recent success to the
coaching staffat UCF, partkularly former receivers Coach
D.J. McCarthy, who left UCF
thisoffseasonfurthesame~b

at UCIA Marshall also credits
a lot of his success to his work
with future NFL hall of furn.er
Chris Carter; who coincidentalnext level.
ly also had a slower 40-time
'That's been motivation
than Marshall Carter's brother
since I've been in school," MarGreg met Marshall when he
shall said ofhis so-called lackwas in sixth grade and introing speed. ''I've been labeled
duced him to Carter; starting a
with that for the past four years. relationship that has helped
People have said, 'he might not
Marshall on and off the field
be quick enough."'
''It's been a blessing,'' MarMarshall essentially put that
shall says ofhis relationship
theory to bed at the Combine,
with Carter. "Whenever you
running a 455-second 40-yard ' get the chance to worlc with a
dash, fuster than NFL success
guy that's a legend of the game.
stories such as future hall of
It's a lot ofhelp.''
fumer Jerry Rice, Peter Warrick
Carter worked with Marand Anquan Boldin, the NFL's
shall before the start of last searookie of the year in 2003.
son, helping him to improve his
Couple Marshall's fuster
speed and route running.
than expected 40-time with his
spectacular performance in
PLEASE SEE MARSHALL ON B2

...

Inconsistent offense
leads to one-run losses
for young Knights
CHRIS HOYLER AND BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writers

The non-conference portion of the
UCF schedule is quickly becoming a
jumble of"what-ifs" and "almosts," as
the Knights dropped to 3-5 in one-run
games in a 4-3 loss to Stetson Tuesday
night.
.
Despite a career-high seven strikeouts for pitcher Derek Abriola, who
pitched 3.2 innings in relief of freshman Mitch Herold, the Knights' bats
went silent in the middle of a ninthinning rally to tag Herold with his
second loss.
After a ground out 'fly right fielder
Shane Ynclan to lead off the ninth, left
fielder Ryan Williams and pinch hitter Mitch Houck singled to set UCF

COURTESY OF CHRIS SCHUBERT

UCF center fielder Tyson Auer is hitting .356 this
season, and was 5-for-12 against Monmouth.
up with runners on first and second
Bryan Bennett stepped up to hit
for second baseman Matt Horwath,
who struck out swinging in all three
appearances. The ninth spot in the
order must have been cursed, as Ben-

nett looked at strike three, leaving
leadoff hitter and third baseman Matt
Ray with the last chance. Ray quickly
fell into a 0-2 hole, and Hatters closer .
Robbie Elsemiller finished him off
swinging to earn his fourth save.
Elsemiller pitched two innings,
surrendering a solo · home run to
catcher Ryan Bono . in the eighth,
Bono's second of the season. In addition to Ray and Bennett, Elsemiller ·
also struck out first baseman Kiko
Vazquez and pinch hitter Dave Lambert in the eighth.
The Knights' bats weren't alone, as
Herold, Abriola and closer Dominic
Petracca had the Stetson bats equally
hel~less. They recorded a combined
14 strikeouts to tie a season high,
including 12 swinging.
Stetson start ing pitcher Nathan
Nery entered Tuesday's ·game on a
down note. In his three previous
appearances, he was 0-2 with a 12.10
ERA, allowing 18 base runners in 9.2
PLEASE SEE

BASEBALL ON B2

Strong late play can't keep men's g91f afloat
Davis and Co. slip
to seventh in final
round of tourney
ZACH MOORE
Staff Writer

"

,,
,,

Despite a stellar final round
performance from Kyle Davis,
the men's golf team was unable
to keep from slipping on the
leaderboard, finishing seventh
at the Semin<;>le Intercollegiate
this week.
·
Davis and teammate Giwon
Suh led the Knights shooting 2-

under-par for the tournament, lead. In the playoff, Lewton
but the team slipped from sixth defeated Johnson to win the
to seventh in the- last round, individual portion of the tourfinishing the tournament at 7- nament. They both shot a 13over-par.
under-par, topping the next
Coastal Carolina had an best score by four strokes.
outstanding tournament from
Despite the team slipping in
the first round to the last. The the final round and shooting a
Chanticleers finished the tour- 7-over-par for the tournament,
nament at 13-under-par. They UCF Coach Nick Clinard feels .
finished seven strokes ahead of · the team is progressing.
their closest completion,
"We're starting to play betNorth Carolina State, who fm- ter and better," he said.
ished at 6-under for the tourAs the team starts to get
nanient.
into shape, Clinard is seeing
Stephen Lewton of NC improvement in certain playState and Dustin Johnson of ers. He was impressed with the
Coastal Carolina finished the play from Sonny Nimkhum,
tournament tied for the overall who finished the tournament

at 1-under-par.
"Sonny played his best tournament in two years," Clinard
said.
Clinard is also starting to
see a difference in his team's
play. He said the team is acting
more competitive and showing
more self-confidence during
the tournaments.
"We are showing a lot more
sense of urgency," he said.
Clinard believes his team is
on the right path to more success in the season but recognizes that there is still much
work that needs t o be done.
PLEASE SEE

CLINARD ON B3

REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE

UCF receiver Brandon Marshall impressed scouts at last month's NFL combine.

Kime's no-hitter
earns softball win
Doubleheader ·ends in split Tuesday
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

Tuesday was a memorable
day for UCF pitcher Allison
Kime.
· The UCF softball team
earned a split on Tuesday
afternoon, defeating Boston
College 4-1 in its first game
but falling to St. John's 7-2 in
the tenth-inning nightcap
Tuesday.
Kime pitched in both
games, earning the victory
with her second career no-hitter against Boston College
and st\ffering the defeat
against St. John's in a tenth
inning, which featured nine
combined runs after the first
nine innings were sc()reless.
Junior outfielder Kacie
Feaster continued her solid
offensive p lay, going 4-for-7
from the plate. Feaster leads
the Knights in doubles w ith
eight and is second on the
team with a batting average of

Inside the story
UCF softball team
Kime picks up no-hitter: UCFpitcher
AllisonKime pitched her second career
no-hitteragainst Boston College on Tuesdayafternoon in Altamonte Springs.
Going to Cali: The Knights headto Californiatoday forthe FresnoState Bulldog
Classic. Theevent,which starts today,
lasts until Sunday.
New stadium set to open:The brand
newUCF Softball Complex will open on
the northeast side ofcampus on March
14,whenUCF plays its first-ever Conference USA game against Tulsa.
.293,
UCF found the scoreboard
first against Boston College in
the second inning after a walk
led t o a run. The Knights
added to their lead in the third
inning when infielder C ici
Alvarez, who w ent 3-for-7 on
the day, led off with a single
and found home after a FeastPLEASESEE

ALVAREZ ON B3

.
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Gator revenge could be turning point
the No. 20 team in the nation,
winners of 10 of its last 11.
Then lightning struck, the
skies opened and the UCF
· baseball team sunk, sliding
slowly into a ditch it has struggled to climb out of for nearly
a year.
When the No.11 Florida
Gators' bats awoke for a ninerun, two-inning explosion after
a 57-minute rain delay, the capper on a 17-6 UF win, it triggered something in Jay
Bergman's club.
All of a sudden, the confident, power-hitting bunch who
rode out to the nation's second-highest win total fell off

CHRIS HOYLER
Staff Writer

There they were, sitting
pretty at 23-4, burning up
scoreboards on the way to the
best start in school history.
The Knights made the short
trip to Gainesville that day as

the horse, finishing 19-13 on its
way to a loss in the Atlantic
Sun Tournament semifinals.
March 22, 2005, may have
been the end of the 2005 UCF
baseball team, but, with six of
that game's starters gone and
their young replacements
struggling early in 2006,
March 14, 2006 represents a
chance for revival. Perhaps it's
a chance for the young
Knights to make this team
their own.
And, in case you didn't realize it - and judging by the
attend~ce, you haven't - the
Knights host the Gators this
year.
·

"I think it's gonna be huge,"
said senior reliever Dominic
Petracca, who took the loss in
the 2005 game. "It's always
good to play at home with that
kind of team. You have the fan
support behind you instead of
against you."
But really, how important is
this game? Midweek contests
are the bastard child of college
baseball, as teams set their
rotations based on the weekend series.
That's why you have, and
will continue to see, Tim Bascom toe the rubber every FriPLEASE SEE
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UCF e1tch1r Ryim Bono roam 1ftor hitting 11 pitch l11t wuk whon tha Knights ho1t11d Mlchlgnn.UCF Iott thilt a1m1, but rocov rod to win two of thrto 1g1ln1t Monmouth IHt wukond.

Baseball wins two on weekend
FROM

81

lnnin11. Ho found hl1 Jr~ow
ttp!njt UCF, uolnl 5.2 11mln18
Md po8tlns twOll lltlf0811 tli@
box •11eoro (hlt1, run11, wlllk1,
11trikeout8) to OIU'll hlll flr11t wln
of the you.
. The H1tter1 ounod Nery
tho wln when they took 1 3·1
lHd in tho fourth lnnllll.
Herold 1011t tho 1trlko zania to
1tm tho lnnJnl, hitting Jeromy
Cruz Bnd. lllfowlng him ta
1dvMee to third later ln tho
lnn1ns on a wild plteh. Abrlol1
took over with the bHH
loaded and one out, but Cruz ·
1corod lifter Brandon Pultz hit
into a fielder'1 choice.
HOWtMlr, the Knight1 were
able to wln a one·run game on
Sunday, taklng the aerles from
Monmouth (N,J) with a 5-4 trl·
umph.
Coming Into lta thr e·gam
1et this we k nd, t1CF b eball
was 12·0 v rsus th Monmouth
Hawks. By the nd of Sund ·:y,
th Knight wer lucky lust to
earn a serie win, qu Alclng
out a 5-4 victory.
Early on~ it seemed as if n i·
·ther pitcher would be long £or

UCF baseball team

Upcoming games

Saturday v1, Wagnor:G:lO p,m,, Jily Bugm11n Flold
Sunday v1, Wagnor: 1p.m., Jay B11rgmiln FloId
Monday v~. Wagt11r1 G:lO p.m.Jay Borgman Flold
Tu11d1y v1. Florlda: G:lO p.m.Jily Borgmiln Flold
March 17 v1. Sl1n11 G:lO p.m.J11y Bl!rgm11n Flold
March 11 v1. Sl1n1112:00 p,m,Jily Borgmiln Flold

thll mtinoe, But both hurler8
11ottled down titer 11am.e 01rly
11truglH.
.
UCF !rHhm.im Kyle Swollt
hid 1lwn up fiw l'Wl8 in the
flr1t 1nnllll over hl1 h11t two
1tm1. On Sunday, the Hawk1
Jumped on top when 1hort1top
Nlek Muao:l eru&hed the f'lith
plteh 0£ the same over the
rlght·fleld fence. · ·
But the Knights struck bnck
In the bottom of the lnnl.ns off
of junior Matt Coulson. tJCF
sent all nine men to th pl te
nd collected. thr e runs on
three hlt1. Deal t d hltt r
St ve Stropp gav th home
t m a leaa wh n he l ced n
slngl to right, driving in n pair
of Knights.
Center fielder Tyson Auer
came up two b tters 1 ter and
had an opportunity to break

, the ;rune wide open for the
Knilht8. Coming -into the eon•
to1t, tho 1mphom.on1 Wttll !·for10 in th@ HrlH. With tho bAH8
101uied md two out1, Auer Hnt
&lino drive into right flold but
wu thwarted by a sliding gr1b
from Kyle Me11ineo.
Over the next four lnn!ns•,
e ch pitcher put zeros up on
the bo rd. In the 8econd and
third lnnlngs, Coulaon w
ble to k ep · Knight at third
wlth two outs. Me nwhlle,
Sw at was hardly. breaking
one. Th Apop ll product wu
specially economlcru with his
pit~he: , d Wing 58 through five
l.nnlng ,

In the slxth, a two·run sin·
gle by Monmouth cent r field·
er Pat SulUv n knotted the
game t thre and d.rov Swe t
to the dUg ut. Third b eman

MA.re WorH followed SulllVM
with l atterlfleo fly otf of Drott
Bordwine, whleh put the
H1wk8 up 4·3.
. •
A11m,
tho
Knl1ht1
1n8werod. with 80m.e help
from tho H1wk11. After rluht
f'loldor Dive-DlN1tllle 11n1Jlod
md Adwneod to 1eeond on l\
blown plek-oft' thrown from.
elltehlilr Mlle@ HUIH, Stropp
laid down a bunt · to move
DlN1tllle to third.. But Wero11
eommlttod. hl1 1ocond error at
tho d.1y H h11 throw to tir8t
Willi low Md 1kld.ded put £1r11t
b11eman Andy Meyera. The
HAwk1' fourth li!rror llllowed.
DlN1t le to 11core. Stropp
tdded tha winn1nl run off m
RBI single from third baseman
Vinny Cucci.
The Knight ' bullpen
wrtpped it up from ther •
Bordwin (1-1) was cr"dit d
with the wln. He allowed no
hit In his 1.2 Inning • Coulson
ot the loas (0·2), n.llowing £our
earn d run8 ln flv lnninS .
UCP wa scheduled to
return to actio11 Wi dn ad y
fternoon gaim~t Penn., but
results were not available
before press time.

STATE & NATION
Baseball world mourns death of
former star Puckett

around during the noon hour
on a dreary, chilly day.

MINNEAPOLIS - In the
middle of a steadily growing Father of former football player
memorial to Kirby Puckett, files suit for wrongful death
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. outside the Metrodome and
right alongside a street named The father of a former Arifor the beloved Hall of Farner, zona State football player who
one cardboard sign stood out. was killed outside a nightclub
"There 'IS crying in base- here last year has filed a
ball," the message was writ- wrongful death lawsuit.
B. Lee Falkner is suing the
ten, in red ink, bannered over
a couple of old Puckett base- university, the state Board of
ball cards taped to the cor- Regen.ts, Sun Devils football
coach Dirk Koetter and for-:
ners.
All around the game, peo- mer ASU athletic director
ple who were close to the Gene Smith, according to _
roly-poly outfielder who led records filed Feb. 22 at Mari- ..
the Minnesota Twins to two cop~ County Superior Court.
Falkner's lawsuit said that I\
World Series titles - and
even those who only watched ASU officials "negligently 1
him on TV - were saddened failed to control" ASU football player Loren Wade, and
Tuesday by Puckett's death.
"This morning, when I got ·that their failure to ensure
up and took a shower and and protect public safety led ·,
watched the news, tears start- to his son's death.
The lawsuit also said ~
ed coming out," said .Chicago
White Sox manager Ozzie Koetter "owed a duty to
Guillen, one of many contem- innocent memb'ers .of the
poraries who spoke about the public to control the known •
man whose energy, enthusi- violent tendenc~es of Wade."
Brandon Falkner, 25, was
asm and exceptional skills
captivated baseball · fans shot to death on March 26
throughout a 12-year career outside the Coyote 'Bay
cut short by glaucoma in 1996. Night Club.
After the shooting, ASU
Puckett died at 45 in a
Phoenix hospital Monday athletics officials acknowlafternoon, a day after having a edged that Wade had a troubled history.
stroke in his home.
Three women in five sep"This is a great loss for
baseball," said former Balti- arate incidents had com- ,
more Orioles great Cal Rip- plained to the university, as
ken, who with Puckett' was well as Chandler and Scottsone of the few stars of their dale police, that Wade had
generation • who
never threatened them in the
weeks before the shooting. ·
switched teams.
ASU officials declined to
"Puck was one .of my
favorite people to compete comment, saying they hadn't
against on the field and to be seen the lawsuit.
Gene Smith, now Ohio
around off the field. I will
always remember how Kirby State University's athletic
played the game with joy and director, also would not
how he brought a smile to comment, according to a '
your face Just by saying hello." school spokesman.
Police said witnesses told
A memorial service was in
the works. Funeral arrange· them jealousy led to the
ments had not been finalized shooting. They said Wade
was angry that Brandon
Wedn sday aftemoon.
11
We'll take our tlm.e and go Falkner had spoken to his

81

Marshall also feels that his
relationship with Carter has
hell)ed him better deal with the
ch91lenges that he moos offthe
field.
'IJt gives me a lot of confi·
dence because rm well prepated." Marshall said. '~d it's
not just Chris c~ it's also
Coach McCarthet These guys
had me prepared week..fn and
week-out for games and even
what rm going through now ...
. [at the Combine] soine guys are
not having a clue of What's going
Oil. so it's definitely a hand up fur
me. rm always prepared."
.Marshall's account ofthe
physical, medical and mental battery oftests he went through at
the Combine can most closely be
compared to astronaut training.
''You hear the stories that you

are like cattle up there,'' Marshall
said. 4'I really didn't expect fut
them to be poking lilldpulling on
me as much as they did."
Despite the rlgors of the

•

•

•

•
'"

JIM MONE/ ASSOCIATED mss

Mlnnerota Twins' Kirby Puckett reacts after hitting asolo homo run In the 11th Inning of
Game 6sending the 1991 World Setles to Gma 7. He dll!d Monday aftl!r suffering 1 stroke.

_

.,
"'

In the numnthne, Marshall
will split his~ between Boca
Raton, training with carteti and
Orlando, where he attends c1as.q.

·"

Combine, Mal'sha11 was relieved

v

•

•

next month's dmft.

es Monday and 1\.tesday at tJCF
realized he could compete on the in addition to his three onllne
same level as the btg..nam.e comM classesi as he works towai:ds his
petition.
.
· graduation in May.
The potential reward of draft''Ih.ete are a lot of people that
ing Marshall is much higher than
get pumped up and get a lot of
extra exposure because someone the risk. Its bard to.itnagine that
wants to push them. and a lot of Marshall. won't be a success in
the NFL Working with Cartet;
times you run into them and
he will go into the NFL with a
theYre not even halfas gOOd as
better idea ofwhat is expected of
you or your program~" Marshall
him on and off the field One
said.
thing is for sure: whatever team
With his rising confidence
takes him in next year's draft will
and proven playing ability, there
be excited to help develop a
is little doubt of how successful
receiver with his immense physiMarshall can be in the NFL His
cal potential
physical stature and improving
$kills present major problems for
Andy Vasquez can be reached at
defenders, and he has as much
sp @UCFnews.com
upsi~ as any other receiver in

'

there, pay our respect&, and gtrlfriend.
Wade, 22, of Los Angeles,
then come on b ck down to
apring tralnlns," 'l\vlna gener· is scheduled to go on trl 1
al m n11er Turry Ryan 1ald Aprll 17.
before M1nne1mta played the
Now York Ylllkeea ln 'Thmpn. Ohio State kick r returns to
MAreh 11 for 1nmo11 th1t team after drua conviction
COLUMBUS, Ohio
don't matter, mere tunoup1
for tho regular HHon, but Ohlo 11t11te ldeker Jom1tlum ·
~uekc:itt'1 tonm.matos And Skeete returned to the tHm
oppo1umt1 alwAy8 rem.nrkod 118 11 walk.. oo. followtnu hh1
how he nowr lollfod = own U8fHHl8km tuul llfrHt on
drug trA.ffieldng eh1reo11.
tn motm.intJleH Rhlbltlom.
11
Ho WH ·1 trem.endou11
Skeete WH 11u11pondod
AmbHHd.or for tho tHm. l from. tho 1ehool ana hlllll.
think Daw Wlnfield 111lid the when. unlvonlty pollee
rlJht thlns: He WH the only urHtod hlm. in MAy.
Ho WH eonvletod In
pl1yer in tho hl11tory of bft!lea
bill everybody loved," 111lid Oetober 1md Hntoneod to tt
Guillen, who UHd to ldddinl• yo1r of probttHon. Ho rHp·
ly ellll hl11 11on, Oney, 11tlttfo plled to Ohio St1te when 11111
Puck" b@ellUH he WH ll bit 1u1~:i111on expired Md w11
fH
tted.
ehubby.
·
Ohio St1te eo1eh ]lm.
Perhn}'8 the ma1t polln.ant
m.lll'ker of Puekett'111mpttet on Tro1Hl 1llowod. Skeete baek .
people WH ouulde tho on the tHm bee&u10 he met
Metrodome, thou11mt1 of the requlrom.ont1 to return
·
mlle11 from thoH 1unny to 1ehool.
1prlng tr1lnln1 1ltH, where
= ASSOCIAUD PRm
dozen11 of fAn!I 11huft'led

Marshall doesn't lack strong confidence
FROM
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.SMOKEE TAVERN

WEDNESDAYS

Onan Mic Night
wnhomas wvnn

THURSDAYS
&SATURDAY

Karaoke

No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orla11do, Florida

(At 408 & E],Colonial)

Oambti11g often starts out as fun ~ 11 bet iunong friendo. hut, some iJeople :!'ind
it hi.I.rd to atop g111nbling, even when the i'Un is ovei;-. l•ioat people oan rramble
with no problem, but others have aerioua financial, emotional, pizyaical, aud
sornetiinee legal ooneequencee. lf you or someone you know nae ti ga1nbling
}i>roblem, contact the 1''lor1da Council on Compulsive Gambling:

888-ADMIT-IT
Completely Confidential.

~I

l l1>t1tl.1 • '"""'' 011
< '""P"1'"··~"""i.1,"i<· '"'
J

garnbl in.ghelp.org
'',.I

•

Men's tennis falls to visiting Quakers

•

Cashman content
• with singles play
ANDY JACOBSOHN
Staff Writer

.

Playing a match for the
first time in a week-and-ahalf, the UCF men's tennis
team lost to the visiting Pennsylvania Qµakers on Tuesday
4-3.
The
46th-nationally
ranked Penn squad won the
second and third spot
matchups in the doubles' portion.
Sophomore Alamgir Wali
and junior Sebastian Delgado
lost to the duo of Mikhail
Bekker and fonathan Boym 84 in the second spoe
The other Penn pair of
Brandon O'Gara and Justin
Fox beat the third spo~ twosome of sophomore Broc).c
Sakey ap.d freshman Tarek
Ben Soltane 8-5.
The one win coming from
center court was in No.1 spot
of freshman Norman Alcantara and sophomore Sinan
Sudas. Th~ home team prevailed in a tie~reaker winning
9-8 (8-6)..
For their per£:ormance with
earning the doubles' points,
UCF Coach Bobby Cashman
honored the skill level of the.
visitors.

..
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"Penn played very well,
and winning the doubles'
point really helped them,"
Cashman said.
The hosts at the UCF Tennis Complex on . Tuesday
showed some progress. They
earned three of the six single
match points during their
duration on the green .hard
court.
"We still had soine good
individual showings out
there, and we are continuing
to improve,'' Cashman said.
Winning their matches

.

B1

er sacrifice bunt and an Amber
Lamb single to right center.
Lamb struck for her second
RBI of the game in the fifth
inning when her single to right
center again scored Alvarez
from second
Alvarez, UCF's leader in
batting average at .361, also
leads the Knights in hits, with
26, and runs, with 17. She finished Tuesday with three runs.
All three of Alvarez's hits on
Wednesday came against
Boston College.
Against St. John's, the
Knights' inability to convert
opportunities is what ended up
costing them the victory.
Before the scoreless game
went to extra innings, the
Knights had three chances to
score a runner from third base
but were unable to do so. UCF
forced the game to extra
innings after Lamb earned an
assist from center field by

throwing out a runner at the ·
plate.
The tiebreaker rule went
into effect in the tenth inning,
in which each team starts with
a runner on second base. St.
John's capitalized; scoring
seven runs in the top <;>f the '
tenth.
UCF tried to answer in the
bottom half as freshman
infielder Breanne Javier blasted her first career home run, .
scoring Feaster, but it wasn't
enough as the Knights fell 7-2.
Kime pitched 2.1 innings in
the loss, giving up six runs on
nine hits.
UCF travels to Fresno, Calif.
to participate in the Fresno
State Bulldog Classic, which
starts today and lasts through
Sunda}r. The Knights return
home Tuesday to open their
Conference USA schedule, as
well as a new stadium. The
UCF Softball Complex is slated
to debut Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.,
when Tulsa visits campus.

Next week's showdown
with UF important for ego
FROM

B2

day once the Conference USA
schedule kicks off.
Oh, yeah, C-US~ The conference with 87 combined
NCAA Tournament appearances, including eight trips to
the College World Series.
~
The Knights will play their
firs~ C-USA game against
Marshall before the end of
March, so there might be
something to that whole
"meaningless non-conference
game" thing.
"I think, last year, I was
• hoping we'd kind of throw our
. better guys against [Florida],
just because we really didn't
face anybody, where this year
we're going to face some better teams, and we may need to
save our guys," junior infielder
• Matt Horwath said before the
season.
Looks like the Knights are
caught in a rundown with
i
themselves. Both Petracca and
Horwath make Vl;llid points,
but it comes down to this: The
Gator's ruined what could have
~

~

"

were Wali, Sakey, and Soltane
in the second, fifth and sixth
spots, respectively.
Sakey took his match from
Fox 6-1, 6-3, while Qµaker Tas
Tobias lost to Soltane by 6-1,
6-2.
Wall had a slow spell at the

flC , ~ay fl.
,.

tty/

Some people

Alvarez continues to
dbminate on offense

•

•1

MATT POLLITT/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Si nan .Sudas serves a ball at a home match last month at the UCF Tennis Complex.

. first set.of his match, losing 16. He ended up winning the
following two sets 6-3, 6-4
against Bekker.
Following a 2-0 opening in
the first set, Sudas went on to
lose that set of the match
against Jason Pinsky, 7-5, and
he was shutout in the second,
6-0. This secured the win for
the Quakers.
,
"We played a tough opponent today,'' Cashman said.
The Quakers have won their
last four matches, including a
victory against No. 10 ranked
South Carolina during the
USTA-ITA . National Team
Indoor Championship.
The Knights' record now is
at 7-3 (3-0).
The Knights next opponents were supposed to be
Troy on Friday at the Tennis
Complex, but, due to some
scheduling changes, the
Knights will not face the Trojans. The Knights' next challenger will be LouisianaLafayette at the UCF Tennis
Complex at noon Sunday.
The Ragin' Cajuns are 5-2 and
1-1 on the road.

been a dream season in 2005.
They are an in-state rival, the
school that :Qas embarrassed
UCF in basketball and scheduled the Sept. 9 football game
with a blowout in mind A win
. next week is about confidence,
not only for baseball, but for
UCF athletics.
"I think that will give us a
huge boost going into Conference USA," Petracca said,
about a win over Florida. "It
will give us the momentum
that we need as well as something to look back to in the
tough games later on in the
year." '
So, if you're not spending
your Spring Break praying
your cruise ship doesn't get
overrun by pirates, head.out to
Jay Bergman Field next Tuesday night.
You might just have something to brag about to that
loudmouthed Gator fan at the
Sept. 9 morning tailgate.

sports@UCFnews.com

B1

"We need to work more
with the wedges and putters,"
• Clinard said.
If the team can work on its
wedges and putters anc:J mas~ ter its game from 120 yards to
the pin, Clinard feels it can
play with any team in the
nation.
.He sees his team swinging
the clubs better than most of

•

the top teams, but the mistakes it has on the course are
hurt4tg its overall scores.
With the season reaching
its mid-point, the team will
hone its skills as the Conference USA championship inches closer and closer.
Before that, though, the
team will focus in on the
· Hootie at Bulls Bay Intercollegiate in Awendaw, SC, which
· is next on its schedule.

'

..

••,.

.
,.

.'

•

s or1es,
like you.

OrlandoSentinel.com/newsletters

Chris Hoyler can be reached at

Clinard confident men's golf
can hang with nation's best
FROM

scores,

..
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From professional to college and all th~ way down to high school
level sports, OrlandoSentinel.com's E-Mail Newsletters keep
you up-to-date and well-informed on favorite sports topics.
Choose from College Sports, Magic News and Recruiting Central.
.For more information and to sign up for free, visit
OrlandoSentinel. com/newsletters.
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15th Annual

FLORIDA
FILM FESTIVAL
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Filrn Lover'$ Guide to 1 o Date Nights
Ticket Packages and Passes on sale NOW.
Individual tickets only $9.00. Visit us Online at
~loddaFllmFestlval.oom

or call (407) 644~6579 .

"

•

llnilat\ Th!l<llffr 11.nd me Flrirlda Film Fmitlv<1I are 11<:1pportet1 by United Arta of Centr<1f Florida wifu hmde from tl"IB Un<t<'d Art~ carnpstign and
by Slllta ot Flol'fdli. Depltrttnent Cll State, Olvlalon ol Cul!UllJJ Affa1r1111nd the Flot<cla Arta Oouncli, 1m!l the National Endcw111ent lor the Arte.
1111u proJoct la funded 111 part lly 0 11mge Oou11ly Gt..vornnter\t \hroUtJh tha Artu & Cllltu1ttl Affairu Program. 'This prefect iu ouppottud tn part
by an award from ih<.> National Endowment fur the Arts, which 'Mlklva& that a great nation de~l.>l'Ve• gre11I art .
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Have fllh tn.a kihg a dlfferehee '" Atlahfa, Al•a"y,
_N a.chvllle, Tryoh, Boggy f!reek f!atnp, New Orleah.c,
Orlahdo, ahd f'he Sverg.l ade.c!
eahdl'8 Bedftara
Volle-Guida Del'Vll
IC1meehe hrrnlehael
lleafta Dtaa
Nlek C!laytoh
AhhDo
JuDeFnx
Naomi Domlftguea
C!hrlstlha lopea
Blaftea 'D&doh
Fal'8aa Me1'ehaht
1'ahlka Du""
Zaehary Dyer
BriffahY Moseato
leslle Rosarlo
Arlefttte Fenetatt0
Dahlka Weiss
C!arlta FeDpe
Rodftelsha White
Alnber Fergll$Oft
1'rhteh Ahdersoft
Yasmlft Ferttaftdea
l.aureft Flfleld
Meaga" Arra.stla
Adam Axel
Jae411ellfte Fltage111ld
PhlDp_Bell
Patrtek Goergeh
C!ryatalBell
.Jaelc.aoh Gou
N1eole8Mlo
Brfftafty Hal'rlftgtoft
Joaftfte Blahehard
Dl'eWNaHIS
Heather Boyle
la1'8hHatehe1t.
Katherlfte Brooks
MeU..aHltaeh
C!ourtttey C!aaella
8harlfe Jahah
Anya .C!hantal'8
Jao411 Uhe Jttne"8a
9tephaftle C!oha"
Aahley Jol'da"
Mlt'aftda ICaat'ley
. Kathryn C!olUar
•ophla C!otnlakay
Hye-.111119 IClm
BrltfaftyC!ooka
Raehel Klhg
Mary Krause
· etephe" C!over
Heather Davia
Bl'lahba lamb
Jlel>aeea Daleatowlea

DrewUles
B..ya" ltn
Mega" MeAtee
EDaal>efh MeC!lellah
.James Meeks
lamahtha Melvme
Nleole Momot
C!al'leyNadlel'
Rupe..+ Neish
Nhu-y Ng..ye"
9taele Otttnaft
De1'ift Paguaftdas
NafaeaaPel'saud
Aisha Pffrnaft
· ZaDDftfte Prlee
.Jame•
Nathaft Rer.sfl'om
C!htfctlha Rlve111
Chafta Roopaftl
8a...hlhOl'ftka
YlvlTl'aft
9umtnerTQfhlll
Und•ayWel••
· a....... WllRama
FaDehla Wtlght
Ba9')alftlft Yoakum
Kaine za.,.da
Jahr.le Zllr.ar
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The Hills
Have Eyes

For fans of Orlando's local music scene, one club has managed to make
a name for itself in the crowded downtown club space: Back Booth.
Just make sure you dress for the part.

a slashing
good
remake

.

)

Hills serves up a
heaping helping
of gore, horror

)

WILLIAM GOSS .
Staff Writer

SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY

The
Langerado
Music Festival

~

1

:)

Hosted in Sunrise,The
Langerado Music Festival is
fairly new, but it certainly
doesn't skimp on the great
acts.This year's bands include
Ben Harper and the Innocent
Criminals,The Black Crowes,
·The Flaming Lips, Wilco, The
Meters, Robert Randolph and
the Family Band, The Secret
Machines, Drive-by Truckers
and many, many more.The
festival will be held in
Markham Park in Sunrise. Visit
hftp://langerado.com for
more information.

SATURDAY

Lucero
,,

Apunk band that's alittle bit
county ("punktry,"ifyou want
to be creative), Lucero has
made an'ame for itseif with
Its distinctive twang infused
with fast playing speed.The
Sodal's Web site is saying that
this show will likely sell out, so
buy tickets soon! With guests
Country Slashers and Harlan T.
Bobo. Doors open at 9 p.m.
407-246-1419

SUNDAY

,,

'Kill All
sundaxs

Put on your andng shoes

~nd head on down to

•}

4

..

BackBooth for the best in
Central Florida dance music,
performed by Brad and Tyson
of Summerbirds in the Cellar.
There's really not much more
to it than that; drink and
· dance, baby! Poors open at 10
p.m.407-999-2570

NEXTWEEKEND .

.. Winter Park
Sidewalk Art
Festival

~

..
~

•
~

;The Future is on break next
week, but, just in case you
happen to be stuck in
Prlando, it would be wise to
check out the 47th Annual
Winter Park Sidewalk Art
festival. The festival is one of
the largest and most
prestigious of its kind in the
nation.Beginning March 17
'and running through March
19, the festival plays host to
hundreds of artists and their
wares, as well as live music
and lots offood. Visit
http://www.wpsaf.org for
rnore information.

DVD FOR THE WEEK
OF MARCH 14

AHistory of
Violence

David Cronenberg proves that
he doesn't need giant,
drooling animatronic bugs to
'creep us out.This tale of
violence and treachery in
small-town America is as
horrifying as any telepod
;accident gone bad,

. I

ELCOMETO
THE 'IN' CRO D
Back Booth is a popular
venue for local bands.
.Dodger, see here had
their cd release show at
the dub on Feb. 23. The
dub also has several
weekly themed dance
nights, including the
popular"Footloose" '80s
night on Wednesday.

Back Booth plays host to
local bands, multiple
themed dance nights
HALLEY PROCTOR
StaffWriter

At any .given moment in the day, you
can find the campus glittered with choppy,
side-parted hair, girl jeans on guys and
iPods blasting music so underground the
IRS has no idea it exists. Students clad in
shirts from thrift stores, which are way too
trendy to belong to the homeless, need a
break from classes, and they usually
migrate their way toward Back Booth in
downtown.
The red, purple and blue strobe lights
dance through the crowd in a mystic haze
of smoke. Fingers slice the air of high energy effortlessly as the music takes control of
everyone's hips.
·
"'qley've got dance nights for folks
whose feet move more for '80s music and
modem indie rock, ~d some of Orlando's
better local bands play there," said student
Jack Cusumano.
,
· Back Booth has been open at its current
location on Pine Street for five years.

Back Booth
37 WPine St, Orlando, 32801
407-999-2570
Doors open at 10 p.m. for nightly dance shows. Monday night is
Crush, indie and electroclash dance night. Wednesday is Footloose,
'80s music and retro night. Tuesday will soon be Funkin' Soul, afunk
dance night. Check http://backbooth.com for full show times.

Aaron Right has .been the owner of this
club, bar and venue for two years, and )1.e
has been a part of the Orlando scene for a
long time, playing in a band
Back Booth is well known for its nightly dance themes. On Mondays, it has
Crush, an indie/electroclash dance party

that lasts until the morning. In case the
person you're .dancing with isn't easy on
the eyes, there's a large screen playing
music videos and old-school Nintendo
games.
Tuesdays will soon be a bluesy funky
dance night called Funkin' Soul There will
be no cover, and it will start at midnight for
the late-night partyers.
If you enjoy sporting leggings,
scrunchies and big hair while playing Pacman, Space Invaders, and Frogger, Wednesday nights are for you. Back Booth has an
PLEASE SEE

MANAGING ON B7

A family taking a summer
road trip falls prey to mutated
maniacs in the long-awaited
sequel to Johnson Family
Vacat- I mean, the remake of
Wes Craven's horror classic The
Hills Have Eyes, a loyal adaptation that adjusts the dread and
carnage suitably for nearly three
decades of genre inflation but
contnbutes little else.
It may be lean, and it may be
mean, but one sure could use
more meat on these bones, a
sentiment I'm sure the locals
would have rio trouble agreeing
with.
As with the original, the story
concerns the Carter clan as they
travel across the New Mexico
desert en route to California.
Misleading directions from a
shifty gas attendant fesult in a
rather convenient accident, right
in the middle of a former
radioactive fallout zone where
cell phones are useless and
inbred cannibals (are there any ·
other kind?) lurk in the surrounding terrain.
After a deliberately slow
buildup, complete with a fair
share of false scares, a big bang
sets off a chaotic trailer centerpiece, a harrowing ambush on
the family that results in a shift
from mere victimization to
agg:resfilve survival
To his credit, director
Alexandre Aja (High Tension)
does assemble a rather robust
cast for such genre fare. "Big
Bob" Carter (Ted Levine), and
his wife, Ethel (Kathleen Q!.rin'lan), feel compelled to tow their
extended family along for their
silver anniversary, including
their son, two daughters, and
son-in-law. Doug (Aaron Stanford).
· Levine's cocky Republican
conflicts with Stanford's passive
Democrat until misfortune
befalls them when Doug suddenly becomes a proactive
antagonist driven by personal
retaliation, an impressive yet
crechble conversion
Events unfold almost exactly
as they did in the 1977 version
with no drastic changes made. In
fact, the admirable accuracy
ends up dissolving the film's purpose, giving it little to do but
make the proceedings louder
and bloodier to please the modern moviegoer.
However, on that levei The
Hills Have Eyes achieves its
objective. For a horror film, the
effect turns out to be more visceral than frightening, and, for a
remake, the result is more worthy than most Aja maintains the
sheer anxiety and insanity of
what ~ place, but, instead of
taking advantage ofthe opportunity to create his own unique
and inspired version, he simply
PLEASESEE

HILLS ON BB

Simmer down now! Arrogance, no! Compatibility, yes!
'

.

Sexual, financial, mental or whatever, relationships are founded on ability to match different qualities
'I\vo weeks ago I wrote a stellar · arrogant, shallow, narrow-minded
column about success and relaand needing to have a man in my
tionships. Apparently, I wasn't suc- life to make me complete.
cessful in conveying my feelings
·Interesting. Like I said, obviouson the subject because it spawned
ly unsuccessful in my attempt to
poignant conversations with my
convey the joys and pitfalls of havclosest of mends, as well as one
ing a reJ.a1;ionship once you
particularly biting letter to the edibecome succes.sful in one aspect
tor.
ofyour life. I guess I didn't empha-:
It seems that my happine$
size enough that, in the end, it's all
over achieving a short-term career about compatibility - which is
goal and the possibility that it
what makes a relationship sucmight make dating a little bit
cessful in the first place.
tougher made me come off as
Whether it be financial, mental

NOT JUST SEX

DANADELAPI
Columnist

or sexual, compatibility is the
deciding factor in succes.sful relationships. You would be stupid to

ignore the fact that the size of your
wallet has immense power over
people and relationships, but, for
the time it takes you to read this
column, we'll pretend that money
has no control over people.
So ifyou are solely basing compatibility on personality, even if
there are strong differences in two
people's personalities, they can
still cultivate an amazing relationship while maintaining their individuality.
So how do two people really

lmow ifthey are compatible? Well,
ladies and gents, I have devised
my very own compatibility test
'That's right, I give you yet another
fabulous version of the dirty dozen
-12 questions regarding compatibility.
All you have to do is answer
the following yes or no questions
and then you can decide whether
or not you are compatible with the
mate ofyour choice. Here we go.
PLEASESEE

TWELVE ON B7

HAllEY PROCTOR I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Student Toni Williams touches up.her makeup before going out to dance at Crush, the indie electro dance night at Back Booth.

·

Managing club a lesson in
"idiot proofing," says owner
that even the most careless of
patrons are faither than arm's
'80s dance party called Foot- length from danger.
·
loose for those who want to
· "Owning a club is a lot like a
showcase their rendition of the lesson in idiot proofing,'' Right
cheer for "Mickey," The Robo- · said
cop and the 'frufile Shuffie.
Even the best efforts to keep
"It's one of the busiest nights a club together can fail. About a
of the week," Right said
year ago, on Footloose night, a
Thursday through Sunday, drunken dancer was goofing off ·
Back Booth hosts musical per- with a water pipe that hung
formances, but it also holds over the balcony and the sound
shows early in the afternoon
before it has the night's theme.
"We have had a lot of bigname national acts. There is
definitely a growing local
scene in Orlando," Right said "I
prefer doing local shows
because it is more laid back,
more fun, and they don't have
to be take'n care of.
·
"Everything we do here is
fun," Right said "We have the
best staff in town. Everyone
swears by them."
However, owning a popular
nightspot like Back Booth has
·its perks as well as its disadvantages.
"I get to do events I want to
- AARON RIGHT
OWNER OF BACK BOOTH
do. It's like owning your own
party:' Right said "I get to sleep
in everyday, but I don't get to
bed until 5 a.m."
booth. About 300 people were
Even though Back Booth is there when he broke the pipe.
part of the entertainment busi"It was like someone had a
·ness, it is a business nonethe- fire hose. Next thing you know,
less. Like any other business, the place was flooded,'' Right
working at Back Booth requires said. "There is always somechecking. inventory, booking, thing new happening each
advertising and cleaning up the night. Nothing amazes me anyplace.
more.''
''We have to deal with a lot of
Right and his staff grabbed a
liquor and stocking it up,'' Right SO-gallon garbage can to try to
said "It's a ·lot of finances, and I move the water out, but it washave to meet with my account- n't working. They set offthe fire
ant a lot. It's not as glamorous as alarm to see if it would signal
people think.''
· the lire departme~t to turn off
Back Booth has to make sure the water valve. A bartender
FROM BS

"There is
definitely 'a
growing local
scene here in
Orlando••• I
. prefer doing
local shows."

went outside with a hammer
and pliers and smashed the
water valve until the water
finally ceased Luckily, a lot of
people banded together, and
quite a few regulars stayed to
help clean up.
Back Booth has a zero-tolerance policy when it comes to
underage drinking. Bef<;>re
patrons walk inside, the staff
checks·IDs in a well-lit area and
only issues Wristbands to those
of age. Security and management are always on alert in case
minors get ahold of alcohol, and
they are constantly surveying
the crowd for misbehavior.
"Underage drinking is the
law. I could lose my liquor
license or even the bar," Right
said.
Fans of Back Booth don't
seem to mind and prefer the
way the venue is set up.
"The bar is at the front and
moderately separated from.the
floor and stage region, so you're
away from people just fillil'lg .
space, drinking," UCF student
Matt Harrison said. "There's
the upstairs where you can
stand or sit and see the band
from above. And there's a little
staircase up to the stage so you
can be right there to dance or
take pictures."
Even though Back Booth
does not have tiles that light .up
as you walk on them or guys in
leisure suits, it is not uncommon to see an array of ages
there. Parents ofband members
never seem stand out like a
sore thumb; some shows are
filled with people af all ages.
. ''We have a good community and good regulars," Right
said, ''We would .b e nothing if it
.wasn't for the people.''

l Do you share common
interests?
2. Do you share the same
ideas about what constitutes a
good night out?
3. Do you share the same
morals and convictions?
4. Are you supportive of each
other's career choices and objec-

tives?

.

5. Do you share the same
ideas abqut long-term commitment? Marriage?
6. Can you talk openly and
freely without feeling judged?
7. Do you have physical compatibility, ie. are you both strictly
non-PDA, or do you feel the
need to be all over each other.i n

public?
8. Are your future goals
aligned, ie. do you want to live in
the same part of the country, or
do you want to own a house or a
condo?
9. Do you share the same feelings about having a fumily?
10. Do you have similar views
on how money should be spent?
U know, I said I wouldn't mention money, so sue me. I still feel
it is important in measuring
compatibility.)
ll. Can you have intelligent
conversations with your partner
that are stimulating?
12. Ahd, lastly, my personal
favorite: Are you sexually compatJ.ble?
·
While I concede there are

matthew ... -i n-"h,

sarah jessica1 __

m.cconaue---...ey

·· · parK.er

plenty of other questions that
could be asked~ deciphering compatibility, these are just a
few of my faves that I reel are
important But, ifyou have
answered 'no' to more than a
quarter of these questions, you
may have some questioning to
do on the state of your relationship.
'
. Think about it you
really that compatJ.ble with
someone who doesn't know
what the word 'derogate' means?.
Well, maybe you do. What do
I know? After all, I am just an
arrogant and shallow column
writei:

are

Dana Delapi can be reached at
newsroom@UCFnews.com
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some men just need a little push.
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in theatres everywhere niarch 10 ..
"This blows an other-recent remakes aWay ...
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IN1YENSE and
SCARY :TO THE MAX!"

•
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Twelve handy compatibility questions
FROM BS

\ z

"A BEAUTIFUL, GORY RIDE •••
one ol the more FEROCIOUS

horror
movies to come out
..
'

'

.

~

~

of ,ffgllywood for a long time."
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"A
KICK·®**
BLOCK
PARn!
Bllssflll perfection!"
'

,,

"I LOVED IT!

INCREDIBLY
IMPORTANT!
If slilws the true
llit'MJsplrlt, that of
lndivldllallty and
creativity."

\I

-MICKEY RAPKIN, GO

Hills slices
through to
become a great·
cannibal flick

•
•

FROM BS

settles for doing a sufficient duplication.
As tbrilling as situations get, nothing quite
matches the immediate disorientation and
distress that results from the trailer attack
sequence, the sole scene that establishes the
bleak and brutal atmosphere that carries the
rest of the film.
Just because such a story is so straightforward doesn't require it to be insulting in the
intelligence department Nearly all of the subtext buried in the original Hills is equally at
home here. A sense ofperpetual patriotism is
shoved down and through our throats,
between the constant flag-waving of the
Carters to a warbling rendition of the national
anthem by one of the villaips.
What would appear to be the $Ole radio station available in the wasteland happens to be
an oldies format, the music of which reflects
the idyllic '50s and turbulent '60s, a prime time
for both parents and the U.S. Department of
Energy. The mutants are practically attacking
one generation as a result of their ancestors'
actions. The films French ancestry does lend
an outsider's perspective to a distinctly American horror story.
Ho~ it becomes a bit difficult to read
into a film that insists on frequent head trauma on both sides ofthe screen. There is some, thing admirable, something refreshing about

•

•

.

COURTESY FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES

Pluto (Michael Bailey Smith) is one of the mutant marauders from The Hills Have Eyes, an ~ntertaining horror film remake.

such violence being as uncompromising as
what is on display here. Although the film had
reportedly been trimmed down from an NC17 rating, there are few scenes that seem to
lend themselves to further execution.
Aja seems set on doing one thing and doing
it well, so perhaps it would be wise to stand
back and watch him swing away.
Just mind your head

The Hills Have Eyes ·

•

****•

Director: Alexandre Aja
Stars: Aaron Stanford, Kathleen Quinlan, Vinessa
Shaw, Emilie de Ravin

Starts Friday in theaters'everywhere.

•

•
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Sign up or use your Regal Crown Club® Card through April 6th for your chance
to Win a Trip for 2 to Los Angeles, Airfare for 2, Car Rental and a 3 Night Stay,
plus $1,000 MasterCard

I ·/

No purchase necessary. See theatre for details.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Onllne 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Penon1 University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

407-447-4555

e

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,

9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue
9 a.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, Pax, In Person:
S p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

904-994-5884

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE

Participants Receive
$300.00
• Health Screening
• Complete Blood Work
To quallfy you must be
female, overweight,
between 20·60 years of
age and otherwise healthy.
You must be able to
participate in 2 (50-hour)
overnight stays.

Best Part-''fi111c Job! ·
For a Full-rfin1e Stuclcnt

i

Apply Today & Start Monday 03/13/06!
We are lookhtg for motivated, friendly individuals to
join our teamt

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS
"NO RXPERIEN('JI NECCBSARY*

$8 - $15· hour I Average

•Move15 Who Core."

olOl l·BForsiih Rd.-WlnrtrPiril, Fl !2792

Now Hiring: Llfeguardi (Rad CroH
Certified) and Pooleld• eervere. Part
time waakend now, eom• full time
poeltlon• beginning In May.
Individuate naaded with poeltlv•
attltuda1 and profeHlonal dameanora
to Hrva members and gueeta In
beaullful country club eattlng. We
offer competitive aalarlH, free meal•
and compllmentary Monday golf.
Interlachen Country Clu~.
2245 Interlachen Court. Winter Park,
FL 32792. Ph: 407·657·0850
Fax: 407·657·5037
cnaplaa@lnterlachenccfl.com

• Flexible AM & PM Schedules
• Paid training
• $7 per production hour guaranteed
• Referral Bonus

•

TWO MEN ANO A TRUCK.

Two Men and a Truck 11 looklng for
FT/PT team member• to move
reeldentlaVcommerolal ouatomera.
Mu•t b• neat In appearance, have
clean driving record, etrong work
ethic, & exc. cuetomer ekllle. We
offer excellent wagee + tip• &
bonueee. $600 elgn·on bonue for
FT. 407·862·1"7. We era located at:
4031·B Forayth Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

------

·• Business Casual Environment

1\vo Convenient Locations:
Winter Park 407-673-9700 •Orlando 407-243-9400

•

B
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For Sale: Automotive
ForSale:General
ForSale: Pets

SeM<es
Annowxements

B

A
B

900 Wanted

B

SwlmKlds USA Is Now Hiring
Swim Instructors
·FT/PT, weekdays •nd weekends available.
·May through S1pt1111btr.
•Only mature, professlon1l 1nd responslbl•
nted apply.
•Knowledge of swim strokts and good working .
with chlldl'fn 1 must.

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must·Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•..
e·tnall resume: dogday@ballsouth.net
Sign Installers and Fabricators
FT long term, travel req for Installers,
clean FL driver's lloense, fabricators w/
power tool experience, positions have
weekday work, some overtime &
occasional weekends, good pay &
benefits oall curt or Wade 40Nl48·!5353
email: ourtm<!ilgsl·algns.com
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktlme, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200·$400/Wk. Phon & Car req.
Abbey's 407·2GS·4421
Live-Jn Nanny. 15 hr/wk In exchange for
room & board. Need car. Lake Mary area
alttermall@hotmall.com
PIT housekeeper, to clean lodging rma &
gueat areas. Candidate muat be frlendly,
rellaple, and trustworthy. Must be able to
work weekend days. Rellgloua Retreat
Center located In Oviedo. Please call,
Alison !I 407·3815·5771 ext 1O
PT or FT position avail 2 or 3 days pllr
week. Exp. w/ 111wn equip. halpfull
Starting at $6·6.50/hr. Flex hrs, weekdays
Contaot Dale Sorensen at 321 ·948·6498.
Valet Attendants needed. Ff/PT.
Great pay!llexlble schedulea.
Immediate openings.
Call 407·971·9131
NANNY In WINDERMERE, to help care
tor 3yr old boy- M·F Daye, Salary Neg,
407.325.3884
QOLDE!NKNIQHTSNE!l!DJOBS.COM
We need Peld Survey Takera In
Orlando. 1OO'Yo PRI!! to Join.
Ciiek on Surveye,
Looking for Outgoing PT Valets
Must be profeaalonal and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. lmmed openings.
Apply onllno @ parkwayvalet.com
COLLEGE STUDENTS DREAM Joe111
Instead of bartendlng or waiting tablsa,
try working 3·4 hrs In the evening & earn
up to $1 oo m1,1rket1ng high speed
Internet & phone packages to
current telephone customers.
Call Chris at 407-679·0800.
- Swim .ln1tructore wanted to tHch
eummer 1wlm clHIH FfT, r:trr.
$11.00·$13.00/hr.
Aleo Harchlng for office manager
FfT PfT, $8•$1 O/hr
Call 407·899·1992 or f•x 407·899·8103
www.1harkeandmlnnowe.com
Appointment Setter• • $12/hr. +
bonua. Door 2 Door, no Hlllng,
caaual. PT/FT. Set your own houre.
Call 8n·866·0137 ext.5 (local number)
Hiring 20 Call Center Reps In East
Orlando! We need sales reps, customer
service reps and reservation agents. Pay
between $8.50/hr· $11/hr. with many
shifts avail. Must have previous customer
service exp. Call (407) 249·3477
PfT & FfT runner needed for
downtown law firm. Tuesday &
Thureday required tor PfT poeltlon.
Muat be reliable and have own
tranaportatlon. 407·425·0234•

TWO MEN ANO A TRUCK.
'Movers Who Core."

4031·8Forsiih Rd.· Winter P!rk,fl l279i

Make Your Own hours
Hiring for all positions. Vacation Register
Is looking for dialers, closers, and a
receptionist. You make your own hours
and dress is casual. If you are looking for
a fun place to work then give
Tom a call at 1-888-226-1055 or
407-809·1087.
Wanted: Balloon Artist to entertain In
restaurants. Potential $20/hr. Paid
dally. Complete training provided.
Call 813-310-5900 for more Info.

donating
plasma regularly
..........................
New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra

2
~10
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.
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WANTED!

rr1111u1a1

YOUTH COUNSELORS
$7.SO/HOUR
MAY 22 - JULY 28
Find out how thousands of students

save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to

manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

•
•
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First Issue:
Each addl lssue:

Jim.A
S6
S4

• Pricing lndudes up ofour lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average retum of aver 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple pubTicatlon
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

Women ages 21 ·30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. &·week prodess,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407·140-0909
SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Couneelore/ Supervleora for aummer
recreation program
at3CW&-7/21/0e for chllctren age•
8·16. WSllLlfeguard and
Maintenance Aldee (15/0a·ll08). l!xp.
dHlrable. Apply at City of Plantatlon
(WHt Of Ft. Lauderdale) 400 NW 73.,
Plant•tlon, FL 33317. Attn: P•raonnel
or ..mall:Jtanghow@plantatlon.org

Artlata Wanted
to aketch portrait• •t local theme
park. Call 407·354·2390
apply at www.kaman11rt.com
Nanny/Babyeltter Wanted.
Beginning In July. 1 newborn. All day
Thure, Fri, & 112 day on Sat morning.
Sw Orlando .,... Call 407·230o4028
- SERVERS, BARTENDERS & HOSTS
WANTED· Houllhan's on lnternatlonal Or
Is now hiring SERVERS, BARTENDERS
and HOSTS. FIT & PfT po ltlons. Please
apply Jn person between 2:00-4:00 pm
HOULJHAN'S·
9150 INTERNATIONAL. DR
across from Point Orlando Mall

Leasing Con1ulta11t
Hunter's Ridge Apartm nts In Winter
Park, for Monday's Friday's & Saturday's,
20 hra/wk. No exp raq $8/hr + comm.
Call 407·877·7070
ARTIST'S MODEL
Exp rlenoed ethlcal and rail ble model
needed for well establlahod
arthstlphotographer, Contact Juli
407·829·6308 or ]ulle@jamall.com
Appointment Se1tera Wanted
M·F 8·9pm. $8/hr. $1 O/show. No selling
Involved. Caeaelb rry area.
Call 40'7·G39·3000

rofesslonal Ory Cleaner
Seeking friendly counter help In
Altamonte Springs and S. Orange
Blossom Trall locatlona. 248·770·4242.
COLLEGE STUDENTS DREAM JOBlll
Instead of bartendlng or waiting tables,
try working 3·4 hrs In the evening & earn
up to $100 marketing high speed
Internet & phone packages to
currant telephone customers.
Call Chris at 407·679·0800.
Earn while you atudyJ Family In Oviedo
looking for laundry and light cleaning 4·6
hours per week In their home. $10/hr
Call 407·6;32·15466

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

'

.APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE AT
CITY HALL OR ONLINE AT
WWW.CITYOFOVIEDO.NET

Summer Jobs
• $2100
•Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselorsages
18 and up. FEYC Is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 In Umatilla, FL The camp
runs June 5· July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 251 or
352-669-9443 ext. 251 .

We are currently expanding our On·Llne Yellow Pages program. You
have never experienced anything easier to do! If you are looking for

a customer care job and not sales, this opportunity is for you Ill
You wlll earn:

so.oo per hr. PLUS Comml11lonlll
GREAT WORK ENVIRONMENTll (9am • Spm, Mon, thru Fri) NO WEEKENDSlll NO NIGHTS Ill
COLLEGE STUDENTS-WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUI! SCHEDULE I

OVER 1/3 OF OUR REPS MAKE $650 • $1,000 PER WEEK Ill
REQUIREMENTS
,
Applicants must poi;sess good c;ommunlcatlon skllls
and be money motivated! Immediate openlngsllll

START MAKING MONEY NOW 11111
Call for an interview or Just walk lnl

684 South Highway 17~92
ngwood, FL 32750 (Behind the Wendy's)

407.618.3000

NOW HIRING
LIFEGUARDS!
OTHER POSITIONS:
FOOD &BEVERAGECASHIERS&COOKS
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP · CASHIERS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• free •dmisslon
• referral bonuses
• free quarterly tldcets
• flexlh4t hours
• colltge1®100 asslmo.:e

• and mort

'""'lt'lfild HUMAN RESOURCES

Apply onllne atwatnwlldorfando.com,

6200 INTERNAllONAl ORIYE • ORUNDO, FL Utlt

call WI Job lineilt (407)24-1600,
Emaff hr~.com or v!Sk our Human Resour(es
Department dallybetween 9AM illd 4PM

(407)H4-lOH • FAX (407):145-1005

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY
UNDER THE

Ill I PU.11111111111
•

B
A
A
B
A

1500 Travel' .
700 Worship
BOO Mlsctlllfteous

Two Men and a Truck now hiring
cuatomer service rep. Top pay and
commission. PT/FT call 407-852-1n7
Fax reaume to: 407·852·1133
emall: jamle®tmtorlando,com

$170/MO.

•

C
C

Jim
32S
350
375
400
500

TRAIN TO BE A
SWIM INSTRUCTOR

I

EARN
UPTO
Sp.I;C(IAl
·

c

407 245-9587

Kitchen H1lp W•nted
Mallow Muehroom Wlnt1r .Park.
Starting $7.50/hr. Flex houri.
C•ll 407·657·n55 or atop In.
-Spend your summer In a lakefront cabin
In Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, & make lifelong friends, then look
no further. Camp Mataponl, a residential
glrla camp In Maine, has female
summertime openings for Horseback
Riding, Nurses, Office, Radio, Ropes
Course, Swimming, Tonnie, & Unit
Leader. Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED
4/5. Call us today toll free at
1·888•684·2267 or apply onllne at
www.campmataponl.com.

Call Toda 407- 3

HelpWanted:General
HtlpWanted:hrt·Time
HelpWanted:Full-Tme
8llslness Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

apply onllne@
www.swlmkldsusa.com

Appointment Setters Needed! Greater
Orlando area. We will work around
your schedule! Great Payl
To apply, call 321 ·262·1224.

RATES

Bm
100
125
150
175
200
lli
250
275
300

• $13/hour and up.

MOVIE EXTRAS, ACTORS, MODELS!
Make $75·$250/day, all ages and faces
wantedl No exp. Required, FT/PTI
800·861 ·6131

e .

•

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potentlal. No Experience
Neoeeeary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-995·8520 lC 107.
NANNY WANTED·
Looking for assistance with 2 young
children. Live In preferred.
Call 407-443·6111 to discuss.
Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Weklva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 10·24th
Glrls June 24th-July 22nd. $240/wk.
Contact MJ.Meherg@worldnet.att.net

Altl·2 • Deland
Senior Electronic Design Engineer
EISE:E! & 1O Yrs exp essential
Electronic Design Engineer·
BSl::c & 5 Yrs exp
Mechanical Engineer·
BSEE & 30 CAD & 6 yrs exp
Englne~rlng Teohnlclan
5 yrs exp ~ board dlagnostlcA
r:ntry Level Jobs Available
Competitive salary & benefits
www.eltl·2.com~ob!l .htm for more Info,
resume@altl·2.oom

at Florida Hospital Celebration
Health I& conducting a study for
women comparing the effects of
sweetened beverages on energy
regulation

,

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - s p.m.

www.KnightNewspaRers.com/classifieds

·-·--~·~~

,

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

·Over 60 million vehicles
beautifully detailed
without a drop of water!
·No expensive equipment
Own your own detailing business necessary!
·Cash in on waterless
for less than $112
technology!
·Earn $30 to $50 per hour
and morel
800~932-1176

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

UN
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LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE
RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT BRAND
MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!

'
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Lifeguards at the Walt Disney World®
Resort earn all that and more. Apply to
join the Lifeguard team at one of our world
class Water Parks or Resorts. You should
have strong swimming skills and great Guest
Service skills.

~

(J

We offer:

• Paid training and certification
• Premium pay incentives may be available for
certain roles
• Theme Park admission
• Discounts at select dining, merchandise and
recreation locations
• Paid vacation and sick days for full-time positions
· •Health care options may be available for full-time and
part-time positions

C,

To find out more and to apply go to
www.redbullu.com or text the word SBM to 72855

For more information or to schedule an interview, call the Walt
Disney World® Jobline today!
Benefits subject to change at any time. ©Disney • EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity

\

h
Di

'

-

&

le

Across from the Downtown Disney@ Marketplace ·

Benefits subject to change at any time.
EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney

Qualified candidates may receive a job offer the same day that
offers premium pay incentives for certain roles, Theme Park admission
and merchandise discounts. Call the Walt Disney Worf~ Jobline at
407-828-1000 for more information or to schedule an interview.

I
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AVON-Full/Part Time
Now $10.00 for Kltsl
Earn 600/o, To Buy I Sell.
407·830·7527
Taste of Home Entertaining
launching Spring 2006. Predicted
to be a most aucceasful company
In direct sales history! Get In on
the ground floor! Call Tracy
616-682·6485 hoeked@comcast.net.

•

F Roommate Wanted for 312 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, NJS, no pets.
$475 Including utllltles.
407-243-2630 or KellyRoop@hotmall.com

•

Room for Rent In Waterford Lake•
Home. 3/2, $500/mo Incl. utll., cable,
wlreleaa Internet, walk In closet,
unfurnlehed room. Call Mark at
954-214-9390

412 home In Ashlngton Park. Close to
UCF. Furnished (except for bedrooms),
2 car garage. $1700/mo.
Call (561) 312-9411

•
. CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Brand new town home for rent on comer
of McCulloch and Lockwood. 112 mile
from UCF. 3bd/2.5ba 1915 sq. ft. New
appliances. No pets. 321·689-2501
New Townhome for rent In Hawthorne
Glen, near UCF. 2bd/2.5ba, appliances,
garage, no pets, $1200/mo + utll
Call 407-232-1706

•
Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Grde FDude Ranchi We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL Activities
lndude horsebad< riding, waterfront.sports,
rock wa!Vzipline, palntball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and ·

•
,

leaves Wednesday, August 2.
Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.drde-f-duderanch.com
for more infonnation

\ ...._~~~~~~~~~~~-'

Homee of all sizes / Bullt In 2005-06
Near UCF, Oviedo, Maitland, Orlando,
Kissimmee, Davenport. $1500 •
$5,00Q/mo. Share the .most luxurious
homes w/ others on a Joint lease. We
match you perfectly w/ other
professionals (rent entire home or ·
share), & pay referral rewards.
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com
407-891-1250 or 407-716-0848
Brand New 312.5 Town Home. UCF
Atea. Avall. end of Feb. All appliances
Included, large master bedroom and
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car
garage. Please Call 954-663-6298

513 Home Avall. on Lockwood•
Very close to UCF. $595/mo.
Utll. not Incl. 407·898-9010 x506
www.propman.com
2 Condos Avail. at The Crest of
Waterford Lakes. 312 New Condo.
S1250/mo. Utll. not Incl. 407-898-9010
x546 for more Info. 212 New Condo.
$995/mo. Utll not Incl. 407-898-9010
x551 for more Info.
Spacious 4/4, 2 story home, 5mins from
UCF, fenced in backyard, no pets.$1350/mo or OBO Call 407-760-0788 or
email ensorroso@hotmall.com

•

Inbound Calls
$9/hr + commission

• Personality a must

• Great for students
• Flexible hours
• 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
• 2s pa te shifts available

New townhouse In Hawthorne Glen, 1/2
mile to UCF. 312.5, security system, new
appllances+W/D. Overlooking pool area.
1 car garage. $1800/mo. 407-375-0472
HOMES FOR ReNT

I
I

Rooms for Rent In Eastwood
Golf Community I Rybolt'• Preserve.
$400/mo + utll. and share bath.
$550/mo + utll. private bath.
Call 954-438-8924
1 RM. avail. In a 412 home off University.
7 mins from UCF. Professional & relaxed
student wanted. $525/mo all Incl. cable,
wireless Internet, w/d. 407·817·0805

FOR
li;m
tl%i.I

HENT~---

1huttl1 to UCF. March ront paldlCall
NALINI 11G·G07-3982 ASAP
Summer Su'6Toa11 In 412 at P1g11u1
Point. 5400/mo. F only. Utllifl 11
lncludod, lntornol, Olblo, gym, and pool.

J\p.utnu•nl\

CAii Joynt

!4•014,1387

~~~~~~~~~~~-

1 D11d Condo lot LHlll
Altimonlo Sprln;1 • Gro11 Loo,
a~1·1H"a'fH

~ P1191111u1 LMd1n9,

•

www.UCFnews.com/spotthespoof

96' Geo Tracker
4c:I, manual, Great on gas. 75K miles.
CD player with speakers $3000
Call 407-488-54n
'95 Mazda Protege
155K miles, auto., brand new brakes,
cold ale, power everything. Blue. $3000
080. Call Angela (727) 543-6799

Increase your energy, rebuild your
· immune system. Drink Rio Vida. $57.95
+shipping. 407-497-7146 or check out
www.tito.riovidanetwork.com

I

HEATHER GLEN $UDOKU
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Thursday's puzzle:
Medium level

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

•ee

F111dy, lroadbend ready. !verythlng
you nHd com•• with It. Juat plug It
In end you're ready to go. Aleo f2
model• of DILL laptop• avllleble,
•28MUI. All oomputare come with
full 90 day warranty. Chuptronloo
Depot. 4074at.747t. 1011 lt1t1 "o•d

4H, C1111lb1rry, PL 12707. Winn
Dildo lhopplng C1nt1r.
Profil1111ionlll oo k (Engll11Fi OEik). 30'·
clxlO"WlcH"h. Prtntor llAnd 11lldo 141 And
11tor1190 with door; koybo1rcl dr1wor,
l@tt@r llH filing clrnwor Mel 2 lddltlon1I
lorll.!IO dr11w11r11. A11king fer '4()0,00/obo.
C::llll (407) l!Oli..00111 If lnt11r@ t11d.
Onti yoill' old lull llti!ll r11fft(l11rsteflftt111ar
!Of IHO. It i§ In !lttllll oond1Uon. II
lnloro111@d plllll!I OEill Amy !lwM11on
(407)UHHG,
·

PIE IN THE SKY CROSSWORD
ACRO 8

1. Bing
4. E1rl1 nol11
a. Orookod
12. Hurly=burly

1a. Scoop
14. lnduetrlAI luol
1e. 8t1to 1;1ln
17. Wont llko tho
wind
18. Hild on
1D. l..Afit odltlOft

met11
H. Pronoun for
A lhip
H. Dhoep'•
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O@llm; Otim11thln;? With lllJf 66%
§Yl!Cl@ll§ flllll, it'll All (llllld llll g11n@l
www,kflighln@W!lPllPllfll.oomflll1111!llfi11d1J
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37. Humorl1t
Bombook
38. Singing tho
bluo
39. Out-of•1lghl?
40. Oberon or
Tlt1nl1

44. Mlnotnur'o
roAlm
47. T'11lr llpArt
48. V@roed in let=
tel'§
!i2. H1m1m room11
H . Mlll'I, to flllltO
M. irlbUIAtlon
!Jo, Ch!IP.
!iG. flut 11 in your
bl:lfi(lht

IAl'gOe§

2G. Ftoe 11ouree
~7. ~oek@r111 item
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Monday's puzzle:
Easy/eve/
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FOR SALE: Full size mattress,box sprfng
w/ralls and head board,6-seat dinette,·
coffee table,elde table,c:ouch.
EXCELLENT CONDITION! Call Shawn
at 321-889-0418

I

5

i

online: www.ez-healthinsurance.com
Plans are portable and renewable.
Sleeper Couch For Sale. Olive green and
white tweed. Queen size. 1 YR. old,
$350. Black leather swivel recliner, $100.
Call 407·797-n37

i

ls 1 :

ATTN STUDENTS! Affordable health
& dental plans from an A+ comp. Apply

20. L.1oqu1m1d

IWJ-"()(JMMJ\11 \

I
·11
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Compaq, Micron, Window•, mouH,

Pog11u1 Connootlon.$804/mo.FrH

l

Spot the Spoof each Monday - and win free pizza!

keyboerd, 17" monitor,'"· Internet

AVAILABLE ASAP 1/1 In a 212 at

- -- - -

Solve the genuine Sudoku puzzle, now in every issue!

2002 Black Ford F-150

FOR SALE:
ls:r.r;,
~General

bdrms avail in a private 3 bdrm home
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table. $500/mo
each, all utilities Included. Female only.
High speed Internet, cable, W/D.
15 mlns from UCF. Call 561-543-6685

Place your ad online even closer to publication at:

with extended cab and enclosed
bed. Brand new tlrff, aunroof, CD
player and spacious back seats.
Only 51K mllea. $14,500 obo. Call
407-709-5098 fo..-more Info.

Roommate needed
move In May 1st; $425/mo+utllltles
2bdl2bth AWESOME home;
Dean+Unlv. (561)-251-8468

u•

1 Condo Av111. Univ. A moran.
HHlmo. lnoludH wlttr.
407·111-9010 JC804
www.propman.oom

lim

Share NEW 3 bdrm townhouse with 1
female. 1.5 miles from UCF. Garage,
Gated Security, W/d, Private Bath &
Balcony. N/S, No pets Lease at $650
+ 112 electric. 321-544-1178

10 minutes from UCF. 2 UCF female
students seek female roommate, Clean
312 home, $500/mo + dep, Utilities
included, lease req., wireless internet,
N/S, NJO, Call Frank 407-948-0647

CLASSIFIEDS
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stayl Logon to
www.KnlghtNewspapers.com/classlfleds

Check It Cuti
Rooms available In Classy Homes
East Orlando Area. Rent ranging from
$375/mo and up.
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com
407-716-0848 or
407-334-6658
F looking for nice, clean F roommate to
share 212 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, very safe community,
fully furn bdrm, util, high speed internet,
cable incl. $500/mo. Call 407-384-6244

UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom hom•
for rent. •ees to •12915, View our
avlll rental• 11 www.OFILrant.com or
conwot
et 407-e2waao.
Fll!IMAX 200 Fleelty

Beautiful 31212 w/ screen porch.
Near UCF. Large comer lot. Move In
ready. $274,000 Exit Re: results.
Call Kelly Sue at 321-228-3974

Room for rent, $350/mo Includes
water and electric. Share bath. Use of
kitchen. 10 mins to sec, 15 mlns to
UCF. For more Info call 407-792-9595.

Classy Homes/Vacation

41

Uke NEW • UCF Home For Sale By
Owner. 31212 + Den. Built 11103.
Hickory Cove Subdivision. 1.496 sq. ft.
Shows like a model. All appllances stay.
2 mlles from UCF In quiet neighborhood.
$285K. Call Josh at 407-658·1825 or
407-435·1137 for addltlonal Information
or .to make an appointment.
UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership.
JUST $2500 DOWN.
NO CLOSING COST. Luxurious 1, 2,
and 3 BDR Condos. Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestllfe.c:om

Looking for Roommate In Tanner
Crossings. Looking for M or F, to rent out
one bedroom In house built In 2002.
$500 Includes everything utllltles, cable,
and Internet. Minutes from UCF avoid
traffic. Call 954-648-9594.

•

•

312 Homel Foreclosures. Only $22,0001
For listings call 800-749-8124 x8904

Female roommate needed Immediately
for a beautiful, fully furnished, 3 bdrm 2
bath home, just 5 mine from UCFI All
utilities Included, $525/mo. Pets may be
allowed. Call Undsey at 407-2n-5531

ls:i;n
CLl:.il

I OH \Al I·:
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nd n w puzzl s In n xt I su 's Cl sslfleds

www.aot111e121ovt.com

Ctlobratlon and Yard Sale. Help out this

,,

From Sam·2prn. GAMES, FREE FOOO

POT

ToU fl,..1411-788-4741.

I~ AN-NOUNCEMENTS

I

Gltla and Boye ~wn 20th Anniversary

- non·profil oro11nlzat1on and have tun 111
th• aamo time. 1401 Flanagan Loop
Oviedo, FL. Sat. Mml\ 26.

I

THE

POOF

CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER

Last Minute Spring break Jamaica
3 night• from $335 each or Bahama•
ftom $299 each Including airfare
ReggaeJAM Toure. regga•jam.com
(800) U-REGQAE...(600) 673-4423
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$2~9

WWW.TROPICAL
FORD.COM
'

Bit of rind

e1. Bow wood

Hoping to Adopt a Uttle Mlracll.

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT

to ==

JokyU
b101m1
Hydo
49. Boring
d1vlc1
0. Au11l1
nopper

ADOPTION

CALL US AT (407) 851-3800

obli9&1tic:in
tM. Pull
2a. bono t11u
21. 019 hair
H . bAHI
bloomorfi'?
~o. bind m11p
31 . A IMAP
33. Congur
ci11tohor
36. book up to
40. PotuntlAI
1>rim.i11?
41 . St11for
42. illrrlbi11

48. wn ro

We.rm 1nd Lovlna Coupl1

THOU ANDS!

2~. ~tuclont

~e.

BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

YOU COULD SAVE

21 , f!'ICIW lllOW•

43. Whllt'I loft
ovor
41t Sult

31il43114t741

LO SO TRAIL
L32837

IF YOU E
THI GOOD
LOOKING UY

20. ·==
bfilllg ' ' ••

AUlllM

IMMIGAAflON LAW
H11:1'1, M1mlll(l@IFIAno@ Vl11H
NlllUrllliUtlon. FIOHOnllbl@ FOii
Alohllfd Auth, lil1q, www.Nlhl11w.com

WHERE-IS TRO ICAL FORD?

1e. Po11c:ihy
10. G=mcm
incl i·mon

5-Days/4-Nlghts
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices Include:
Round,trlp luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the Island al your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867·5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PfjlCEI
.
Cancun from $499

LEANNA HALL

)

) •

,)

MAZDA
"BU PER 0

UMPER"

LIMITED· WARRANTY

48

NAL

Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control,
8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

1JNTHS a, 50,000 MILES

, WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

Stk #6C117189
Stk #6C125532

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

)

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

Save Up To

+

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

Stk #6L528951
Stk #6L4980~1

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM
)

)

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
++

FROMONL~
+:+-

Stk #5C77 2234
Stk #5C786750

Air Conditioning,
. AM/FM, CD Player,
Power Steering,
Power Locks

I

A/C, CD, Alloy Wheels,
Power Windows, Power Locks,
Power Brakes,

FROM ONLY

_ _+

)

f'1 ,
I

OFF
MSRP .
Model Code:09415

+ Sa\'lngs based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate. Example: 2005 Nissan Pathfinder (2006 Nissan Altima 3.5MSRP of $29,220) includes factory rebate of $500,($1,500 for '06 Nissan
Altima) and adealer rebate of $3,500, ($2,500 for '06 Nissan Altima). 2006 Nissan Altima 3.5sale price $25,220. ++All prices, plus tax, tag, and tiUe. All reba1es and incentives ass~ned to

dealer. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes on~ Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is
included in advertised prices.
·
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II
II

~--==-- --==""'--::====::$"~'

+All prices ~us tax, tag, and title. Must finance through dealer to qualify for $1,000 rebate. ++All pri:esplus tax, tag, and title. Must finaoce Mazda Trtbute through Mazda American Credit to ,
qualify for SSOO cashfor MAC.All rebates and incentives ass~ned todealer.All offers not to be used inconjunction. All vehicles su~ect to pnor sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only.
Not res nsible fortyp raphical errors.
,
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I

Mon-Fri 7-6 Sat 8-5

NISSAN
HWY 436 Betw-n Colonlal a. University Blvd. Next to Classlc Ma~a East

1-888-NEW-NISSAN

www.classlcnlssan.com

1-888-639-6477

MAZDA

